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Negotiation only option
in North Korean conflict
Kazee

Finke

Romaine

New student
senate budget
controversial
Lauren Elizondo
WINONAN

Winona State University
Student Senate's new budget
has caused some controversy
around campus.
A student wage freeze was
passed one month ago. This
said that the wages of students
who worked on campus, such
as work study and student
help, would remain the same
next year and would not
increase like they had in the
past.
Normally
the
student
wages would increase the
same percentage as the tuition
increases each year. Because
of the states budget crisis and
wage freeze student senate
voted to pass the student wage
freeze at WSU as a sort of a
good will gesture to the rest of
the states. Senator Ezra Kazee
said, "We like to help do our
part."
Following the student
wage freeze, the student senate voted on a resolution that
pertained to the Winona State
budget crisis.
They suggested a 2.5 percent wage cut in the administration's salaries. This salary
reduction is half of what a
usual raise would be.
Meanwhile, as the resolution was being voted on, the
student senate also voted on
its new budget bill which
entailed a salary increase for
student senate president, vice
president, treasurer and six
chairs.
The salary increase would
boost each the president and
vice president up to
$200 more than this year
along with lesser salary
increases for the chairs.
Kazee said, "It is a
hypocrisy to increase the
executive member's salary
while imposing a wage freeze
and suggesting a salary reduction to the administration."
The major cut that contributed to the salary increase
was made on the technology
improvement line.
This $1,000 fund was cut
because there was no need for

technological improvements
at the time. The total amount
of money that went towards
the salary raise was $775.
Tony Romaine, student
senate president, said, "After
serving in this position, next
year's president, vice president and treasurer deserve
more in salary."
Romaine assured that
everything else had been budgeted for and the salary
increase did not mean there
was a budget increase for student senate.
The money leftover was
allocated to different areas
such as travel expenses and
committees.
"I think the greatest service
is going towards our executives," said Romaine when he
commented about allocating
the money to be more of service to WSU. He said that
senate was important because
it fights for the rights of students on campus.
The salary raise for the
executives and chair members
was voted on twice. The first
time around ended with
15 votes opposing the raise
and five for it. The second and
final vote ended with 13 for
and 11 opposing the raise.
"It was like a slap in the
face to the administration,"
said Kazee, who voted the
whole budget down.
Dusty Finke, student senate vice president elect for
next year, also opposed the
budget. Finke said, "There
wasn't as much discussion on
the topic as there should have
been."
He plans on taking 2.5 percent of the salary he will be
getting next year and donating
it to a scholarship on campus.
Finke will also be using the
raise he will receive to buy
name plates for the senators.
"If there is still money left
after I donate to each senator,
I will contribute more to the
scholarship," Finke said.
Romaine said, "Things are
getting taken out of context
because of the different ways
administration, student wages
and student senate are budgeted."

with their issues," Reed said.
The question that Reed answered for the
crowd was how the United States got to
where it is today with North Korea.
Reed said the United States failed in
negotiation with North Korea to stop suspected nuclear weapon development.
"The United States still doesn't know for
unthinkable,
sure if North Korea has nuclear weapons.
but very possible if
Because of this, the Clinton administration
almost
went to war with the country," Reed
good diplomacy
said. Reed said the war was prevented
thanks to the help of Carter, his negotiation
isn't acted upon.
efforts and an agreement between the United
Edward Reed
States and North Korea.
Reed said that United States inspectors
Associate director, East
had been in North Korea up until two months
ago when North Korea's government kicked
Asian Studies program
them out.
at UW-Madison
"North Korea has gone back in time to the
Reed said that because Korea is divided same situation they were at in 1994. The
into two countries there will always be a process that Carter tried to start stopped and
problem. "This is a problem with the Kore- we still don't know if North Korea has
ans. It's a Korean issue and should be solved
See North Korea, Page 4
Reed predicts a nuclear war would be
very evident if a war starts between the United States and North Korea.

Kristen Berns
WINONAN

In collaboration with Asia Week at
Winona State University, Professor Edward
Reed, associate director of the East Asian
Studies Program at University of WisconsinMadison, was invited to discuss the topic
"Diplomacy or Catastrophe in Korea: The
Choice is Ours" on April 9.
Reed, who has traveled extensively to
both North and South Korea to promote and
help dialogue between the two countries,
discussed the possibility of failure in diplomacy between the United States and North
Korea if the country is next on the United
State's "axis of evil" list.
"My opinion is that the United States
enterprise has just begun. The issue in North
Korea is extremely urgent," Reed said.
Reed said that the repeat of war with
Korea, where the first Korean War killed
over 2 million Koreans and wiped out a
whole culture, is beyond his imagination.

War is

WSU hosts sexual assault forum
r

Katie Rademacher
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A forum was held at Winona
State University last Tuesday
about sexual assault and the
options that sexually assaulted
victims have.
Sexual
Winona County
Assault Inter-agency Council is
one of six Minnesota communities currently serving as sites in
the Model Protocol: Test Site
Project.

Within each community, four
disciplines were required, law
enforcement, prosecution, victim
advocacy program and medical
services.
A community and university
forum was held in Maxwell at
7 p.m. in the leadership room.
The forum opened with seven
representatives from different
areas of the community and
school who are involved in the
sexual violence program.
After the introduction to the
forum there were break out sessions that allowed anyone to ask
questions and talk about sexual
violence.
A table was set up for the university perspective of sexual
assault and the implications of
drugs and alcohol. Jim Lanik an
investigator and Bill Spitzer,
deputy sheriff, both of the
Winona Police Department were
present at the forum.
"Preventing alcohol will also
prevent the number of other
casualties, it's a win-win situation," Spitzer said.
Spitzer also told the group
that a lot of paroling is done in
Winona to prevent as many
drinking incidents as they possibly can.
"The Winona Police Department believes in enforcement of

Doug Sundin/WLNoN AN

WSU adjunct professor Chuck MacLean fields questions and describes to participants
why the criminal justice system takes so long during the Community Forum Agenda
during Sexual Assault Awareness month.

Another asked was " if a collaws, education and prevention," coming to Winona, and being
dealt on the college campus?"
lege student who is under the age
Spitzer said.
A female present at the forum
"Drugs are coming in from of 21 decides to report sexual
said, " If a sexual assaulted vic- Chicago, but the police depart- harassment and is under the
tim has been drinking will they ment has already dealt with the influence of alcohol will they be
always test for the date rape main guy who was bringing busted for under age drinking?"
drug?"
drugs into Winona," Spitzer said.
"Most sexual assaults happen
Spitzer said that its part of the
Spitzer didn't believe that with alcohol beverage intake
protocol, other drugs are also Winona was targeted more, but along the line, but the issue is not
he said, "Winona is between how drunk you are, it just doesn't
tested for as well.
Rhonda Barnes, a woman at Minneapolis and Chicago, and compare to what's being dealt
the forum asked, "Are drugs it's just another stop."
See Sexual assault, Page 3

Faculty members recognized for distinguished service
affairs, said Chuck Bently of the counseling center was an "excellent ambassador of the universiWINONAN
ty." Mass communication professor Dennis Pack
has led the video production program at Winona
Whether here for one month or 30 years, State since 1978. Gloria Miller of alumni affairs,
Winona State University employees were recog- and a Winona State alumnus herself, "logged
nized for their work at the university.
thousands of miles to reconnect students with
Distinguished faculty members were honored their alma mater," Richardson read off of the
last Wednesday at the
plaque given to Miller.
All-University
George Gross, a matheEmployee Recognition
matics and statistics proCeremony in the
fessor, "selflessly served
We'd like to change
Kryzsko Commons
student and program needs
Student Activities
above and beyond the call
the
venue
over
the
Center.
of duty," Richardson said.
"We're here to recyears to make an
University employees
ognize contributions
who served the university
increase in the sense
you have all made to
for 10 years received a
this university," Presigold and silver pin with the
of
belonging
among
dent Darrell Krueger
Winona State seal, and
said to the faculty
20 or 30 years of service
faculty.
members present.
was awarded with the
Darrell Krueger choice of a gold lapel pin,
University employees were recognized
brass desk clock or a cross
for their years of serpen and pencil set.
President of WSU
vice, and for some,
Retiring faculty memtheir retirement.
bers received a print of a watercolor painting
In his 30 years at the university, David done by Winona State alumnus, Herb Holden.
Forsythe of Information Technology Services,
Krueger said the event was held in the Stuhad gone through five major computer conver- dent Activities Center because "we'd like to
sions, and was granted retirement with distinc- change the venue over the years to make an
tion.
increase in the sense of belonging among faculSteve Richardson, vice president of academic ty."

Brian Krans

Meghann Miller/WINoNAN

The annual All-University Employee Recognition Ceremony was held last Wednesday in
the Kryzsko Commons Student Activities Center to honor faculty members who have
served the university for 10, 20 or 30 years. Each faculty member also received a gift for
their years of service.
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WOOLY: Rain and wind are probable.
Estimated highs are in the
mid 40s and estimated lows
in the mid 20s.
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Latin American citizen data
sold to U.S. government

(AP) — Over the past 18 months, the U.S.
government has bought access to data on
hundreds of millions of residents of 10 Latin
American countries — apparently without
their consent or knowledge — allowing myriad federal agencies to track foreigners entering and living in the United States.
A suburban Atlanta company, ChoicePoint Inc., collects the information abroad
and sells it to U.S. government officials in
three dozen agencies, including immigration
investigators who've used it to arrest illegal
immigrants.
The practice broadens a trend that has an
information-hungry U.S. government
increasingly buying personal data on Americans and foreigners alike from commercial
vendors including ChoicePoint and Lexis.Nexis.
U.S. officials consider the foreign data a

♦

extended outlook
A wintry mix of precipitation tommorrow, followed by mild weekend with occasional
showers. Highs in mid 50s lows in mid 30s.
source: weather.com

This day in histo
On April 16, 1917, Vladimir Lenin, leader of the revolutionary
Bolshevik Party, returns to Petrograd after a decade of exile to take
the reins of the Russian Revolution. One month before, Czar
Nicholas II had been forced from power when Russian army troops
joined a workers' revolt in Petrograd, the Russian capital.
On this date in 1863, Admiral David Dixon Porter leads 12 ships
past the heavy barrage of Confederate artillery at Vicksburg, Mississippi. He lost only one ship, and the operation speeded General
Ulysses S. Grant's movement against Vicksburg.
On April 16, 1917, Vladimir Lenin, leader of the revolutionary
Bolshevik Party, returns to Petrograd after a decade of exile to take
the reins of the Russian Revolution. One month before, Czar
Nicholas II had been forced from power when Russian army troops
joined a workers' revolt in Petrograd, the Russian capital.
On this date in 1947, at 9:12 a.m. in Texas City's port on Galveston Bay, a fire aboard the French freighter Grandcamp ignites
ammonium nitrate and other explosive materials in the ship's hold,
causing a massive blast that destroys much of the city and takes
nearly 600 lives.
On this date in 1947, multimillionaire and financier Bernard
Baruch, in a speech given during the unveiling of his portrait in the
South Carolina House of Representatives, coins the term "Cold War"
to describe relations between the United States and the Soviet
Union. The phrase stuck, and for over 40 years it was a mainstay in
the language of American diplomacy.
In an effort to help blunt the ongoing North Vietnamese Nguyen
Hue Offensive, the United States resumes bombing of Hanoi and
Haiphong after a four-year lull on this date in 1972.
http://www.historychannel.com/today/

Study tip of the week:
Attend your classes. You can't take notes or learn the material
when you're not in classes and you can't rely on others to be
there or do it for you.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic Assistance
Center, which is in Library Room 202. The AAC Web site, with
academic assistants work schedules is :www.winona.msus.edu/
advising/aac/

Upcoming Events
Today

The Winona Senior Select Show will be held through
April 19. It is a week-long exhibition of senior Kate Schultz's
diverse sculptural and installation work that will be featured in
the Weber Gallery Room 203 of the Watkins Building.
April 19

Lanesboro Art Council presents Ben Weaver at the
St. Mane Theater in Lanesboro, Minn. at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$10 and available at the Bluff Country Co-op in Winona.

thread in a security blanket that lets law
enforcers and the travel industry peer into
the backgrounds of people flowing into the
United States. The information can also be
used with other data-mining tools to identify
potential terrorists, or simply unmask fake
identity documents, company and government officials say.
"Our whole purpose in life is to sell data
to make the world a safer place," said ChoicePoint's chief marketing officer, James Lee.
"There is physical danger in not knowing
who someone is. What risks do people corning into our country represent? You may
accept that risk, but you want to know about
it."
Privacy experts in Latin America question
whether the sales of national citizen registries have been legal. They say government
data are often sold clandestinely by individ-

ual government employees.
ChoicePoint appears to be the largest —
perhaps the only — vendor of foreigners'
personal details, selling entire national identity databases from Latin America since
2001.
The data encompass the personal details
of people living in countries from Mexico to
Argentina, people who probably never imagined officials in Washington could, with a
few keystrokes, read identity files meant for
functionaries in Mexico City, San Salvador
or Bogota.
Joan Friedland, an attorney with the
National Immigration Law Center in Washington D.C. said,"It's the worst of all possible worlds. It weeds out the people who
should be allowed to come here and doesn't
do anything to weed out those who shouldn't."

Campus Security +

Br iefs +

April 6 — At 1:42 a.m. a stu- to get alcohol into Morey
dent activated a code blue and Hall. The matter was referred to
was apprehended by the hall director.
security. The matter was
referred to the judicial officer.
April 7 — At 10:13 p.m. a
student reported that she was
April 6 — At 1:07 a.m. sev- receiving harassing phone calls
eral students were stopped for just prior to calling security. The
having alcohol on campus. They matter was referred to thedDialso had several traffic signs on rector of security.
them. The matter was referred
to the director of security and
April 9 — At 1:30 a.m. sevWinona Police Department.
eral students were cited for a
noise and alcohol violation at
April 6 —At 3:50 a.m. a stu- Lourdes Hall. The matter was
dent was stopped for attempting referred to the hall director.

English and math
placement tests
to be held in April

The English and math
placement exams will be
held on April 18 from 8 a.m.
to 10 a.m. in Phelps Room
215.
All new students are
required to take the English
and math placement exams,
unless the student has
transferred in credits for col-

lege-level English or math
courses.
Students must register to
take these exams by visiting
the Advising and Retention
office in Phelps Room
129, by calling 457-5600 or
by visiting the Web site.
Students must bring a
photo I.D. to the testing site.
For additional information
call the Advising and Retention office at 457-5600.

Smallpox planning detracts from public health
SEATTLE (AP) — The high cost and
heavy demands of being ready for a possible smallpox attack are squeezing basic
public health services, state health officials
say, forcing cutbacks in such areas as childhood vaccinations and tuberculosis prevention.
"It has forced trade-offs in everything we
do," said Dr. Alonzo Plough, public health
director for Seattle and King County, which
is battling its worst tuberculosis outbreak in
30 years.
But federal health officials have some
advice: Gdt used to it.
"We are never going to get back to the
days when we did 'regular' public health,"
said Dr. Ed Thompson, of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. "For the
rest of all our careers in public health, we're
going to do the emergency crises and the
daily work side by side."
Some state and local health agencies
warn that the result could be more outbreaks of preventable diseases like TB and
hepatitis. Seattle officials blame a shrinking
budget and the emphasis on smallpox for
contributing to the TB outbreak.
Federal officials say local health workers
simply need to get better at juggling daily
duties with emergency demands.
"That's the nature of public health —
things come up," said Thompson, deputy
director for public health services at the
CDC. Public health workers need to adapt
to emergency interruptions in their routines,
he said.
He agrees, though, that more money is
needed for all the demands. "Support of
protection of the public health is going to
have to become a priority," Thompson said.
While Seattle's TB outbreak may be the
most dramatic example, many state and
local health departments say they are cutting bread-and-butter services.
In Memphis, Tenn., some childhood
immunizations and diabetes screenings
have been put on hold. Health officials in
Camden County, N.J., near Philadelphia,

have canceled family planning clinics. In
Wake County, N.C., home of Raleigh,
workers have delayed some programs and
canceled client visits to meet the demands
of smallpox planning.
"This situation has led to questionable
preparedness, poor response to community
requests for service and an overextended
staff— not a good combination," said Gibbie Harris, community health director for
Wake County, N.C.
The smallpox campaign began last
December, when President Bush ordered
the voluntary vaccination of 450,000 civilian health workers.

ould be the
firSt responder
for bioterrorism,
no question.
Alonzo Plough
Public health director for
Seattle and King County
Most of the burden for carrying out the
plan fell to state and local health departments. County health officials in Washington state said they had to shelve preparations for other bioterrorism threats, such as
anthrax, to meet federal expectations for
smallpox.
But the attitude toward the smallpox plan
seems to differ in East Coast urban areas
that believe they are more likely targets of
bioterrorism. Few complaints are heard in
the Maryland Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene.
"There really hasn't been a discernible
impact on day-to-day operations," said J.B.

Hanson, spokesman for the Maryland
agency. He said health workers seem committed to the vaccination plan.
"The locale obviously has something to
do with it," Hanson said. "We're very aware
that we border the nation's capital."
But in Seattle, the more pressing need
seems to be TB — a disease that is at an alltime low nationally.
Plough, Seattle's health chief, said the
TB response could have been "faster and
more focused," if they had more money, or
fewer smallpox mandates.
When the outbreak began last year, Seattle health officials might have sent a team of
nurses out to track down people like Hayward Brown, who was living on the streets
when he got TB.
Instead, many of those public health
nurses were going to smallpox planning
meetings, Plough said. And Brown wasn't
stopped from spreading the disease until
February when he went to an emergency
room.
"I had a lingering cough, but I thought
it was just a cough, like everyone else,"
said the 53-year-old man. After a few tests,
"they whisked me away to a room by
myself."
Now he lives in an apartment paid for
by the public health district. Health workers bring him his anti-TB pills every
morning and watch him take them, something Brown agrees is a "pretty good idea."
To make up for the slow start the county
health department is now doing X-ray
screenings in homeless shelters, sleuthing
out the identities of people who may have
been exposed, and tracking the outbreak
with DNA fingerprinting.
But the smallpox vaccinations will take
attention, too.
"We should be the first responder for
bioterrorism, no question," Plough said.
"But we can't stretch ourselves that much.
We're not that elastic. You can't do more
with 50 percent less budget."

Kate Schultz will be holding a closing for the show,
"Anointed," at 3 p.m., in the Weber Gallery. This closing is
free and open to the public.
April 22

Dr. Robert Jenkins, a Mayo Clinic cancer researcher
and professor at Mayo Medical School, will be speaking
about prostate cancer research and its relation to patient care
as part of the Mayo Lecture Series at Winona State University at 7 p.m. in Stark Auditorium. Jenkins' presentation, "The
Genetics of Prostate Cancer: Translating Cancer Research to
Patient Care," is also available for viewing via Interactive
Television (ITV) in Room AT 109 at the University CenterRochester. All Mayo Lecture Series events at WSU are free
and open to the public.
April 25

WSU Jazz Ensemble and the WSU Alumni Jazz
Band will be performing at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center mainstage theater. Tickets are $5 for adults and
$3 for students and senior citizens.
Skillet and Poverty will be perfoming at 8 p.m. in the
McCown Gym. Tickets are $10 in advance and $12 at the
door. Tickets are available at Rock Solid and Country Market
in Winona. This event is sponsored by Rock Solid Youth
Center and co-sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
and Pleasant Valley Church.
April 26 June 8
-

WSU faculty and students will participate in
Rochester Art Center's Minnesota Clay: An Invitational
Ceramic Exhibition. The public is invited to the opening
reception scheduled April 26 from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
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Phi Theta Chi walks for breast cancer awareness
Kristen Berns

pen to anyone at anytime. Early detection
can help prevent the cancer before it grows
into a larger problem," Reynolds said.
Perez said the sorority promoted breast
Winona State University's sorority Phi cancer awareness last year, but decided to
Theta Chi helped promote breast cancer make this year's event even larger.
awareness last week by holding a candle
Perez said breast cancer awareness is
light vigil and getting donations from WSU especially important for her because she
students and the Winona community.
knows at least three women who are surPhi Theta Chi community service chair vivors of the disease.
Laura Perez said the sorority will donate the
"Breast cancer rates
money to the
are rising and we wantAmerican Caned to let everyone know
cer Society to
about the disease and to
help find a cure
help prevent the 'disfor breast cancer.
We will keep
ease," Perez said.
"This is a tribThe candle light vigil
survivors and
ute to anyone
was held April 12. Earwho's had breast
lier that day, the sorority
victims of breast
cancer," Perez
members were at local
said.
cancer in our hearts
businesses handing out
The sorority
pink ribbons and getting
raised over
and mind.
donations.
$1,000 last week
Laura Perez
Members of the Phi
during their proTheta Chi sorority and
moting efforts.
Community service
community members
Perez said the
chair for Phi Theta Chi
were invited to walk in
sorority is still
the candle light vigil
receiving donations.
down Huff Street in remembrance of people
Nancy Reynolds, a two-time breast can- who have survived or died from breast cancer survivor and wife of James Reynolds, cer.
WSU sociology professor, said the work Phi
Perez thanked everyone who donated for
Theta Chi does to help to promote breast breast cancer research at the vigil.
cancer awareness is important for the whole
Perez hopes to find a place on campus to
community and the WSU campus.
hang the sorority breast cancer awareness
Reynolds said people need to remember quilt to help spread awareness all year long.
that breast cancer isn't just a disease for
"We will keep survivors and victims of
older people.
breast cancer in out hearts and mind," Perez
"It's a very serious disease that can hap- said.

W1NONAN

Doug Sundin/WINoNAN

The sisters of Phi Theta Chi Sorority and other members of the community walk toward Huff
Street with candles lit in memory of breast cancer victims last Saturday. Prior to the walk, the
sisters of Phi Theta Chi went to local businesses handing out pink ribbons and getting donations for their cause.

Winona City Council
to crack down on bars
Winona City Council members discussed stricter standards
of liquor license holders April
18 in response to an article seen
in the Winona State University
campus newspaper, the
Winonan.
At-large council member Tim
Breza proposed new conditions
the council would evaluate when
renewing liquor licenses.
"We have had a hard time
with underage drinking in
Winona and we need to come to
grips with that," Breza said.
Breza drew up four new stipulations city council would look
at when reviewing an establishments record.
The first thing Breza said,
was that the city would provide
semi-annual training for license
holders, including bartenders,
owners and liquor store clerks.
"It would seem to me, if we
give tools to the people out there
to do their job, we can expect
them to do their job," Breza said.
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy
said one of his investigators,
Thad Pool, had been working on
a program like that since last
October.
"This way we can establish a
base so we know everyone is
trained who wants to be trained,"
Breza said.
Another proposal was that
police increase the number of
walk-throughs to check for
minors that they do each year.
"We would step up that particular type of enforcement and
random checks," Breza said.
City council could also look
at a bar's police record, but not
without an owner's input.
.

Sexual assault
with," Lanik said.
Another table at the forum
dealt with the medical role in
sexual assaults.
When a patient who has been
sexually assaulted goes to the
Community Memorial Hospital,
they are given a sexual assault
kit.
This kit includes a referral or
reference card, which tells the
victim what they need to do if
they decide to prosecute. The kit
also includes information about
what's going to happen and the
medications that are given.
The county covers most of the
cost and the rest depends of the
individual's income.
Last year, six sexually
assaulted victims came to the
hospital and were admitted, but
there were more that never came
in. Most sexually assaulted victims are between the ages of 18
and 22.
There was also a table about
the law enforcement's percep-

License holders could have
time with city council to explain
any violations at their bar.
Breza said "the kicker" of his
proposal was one month prior to
license renewal, city council
would receive a summary of all
police activity at each establishment holding a liquor license.
"We're talking about what's
public information," Breza said.
The council could use this
information in determining if a
license should be renewed,
Breza said.
In the past, the council would
only review a bar's compliance
check record.
A compliance check is when
an underage undercover officer
attempts to make a purchase
without ID.
If an establishment had a pattern of offenses that had no
explanation, Breza said, "I see
no reason to go back and renew
those licenses."
The proposal will have to go
into committee before the proposed items are finalized.
Breza said the Winonan article titled "Top 10 bars minors
frequent" prompted his assessment of current procedures.
"It did get my attention,"
Breza said of the article. "I don't
know if that was the intention of
that article or not. Believe me, I
am very focused on this now."
Breza said.
The article did not have the
same effect on the rest of the
council as with Breza.
"There's more to that (article)
than meets the eye," Mayor Jerry
Miller said. "I wouldn't put too
much credence in that article."
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S traight out of Nairobi, Tiberious Mose and Milton Nyagaya plug in and

check back home through any one of WSUs almost io,000 Internet ports.
Tiberious utilizes the Web to follow the Kenyan national elections and to talk
politics and soccer with friends a hemisphere away.
Broadcaster Milton keeps up to date with world news online and entertains
family members with tales from the U.S.

"From anywhere on campus,
I can communicate to anyone who is out there."
- M.N.

Continued from Page 1
tion on sexual assault implications on drugs and alcohol.
Pat Ferden, a counselor at
WSU, who is involved in Sexual
Assault Inter-agency Council
said, " We train all of our residence assistants, hall directors
and security guards on campus."
WSU provides resource
cards, counseling and health services for all students.
"As a counselor I know people who can help and I am able to
give a person a contact and information," Ferden said.
Another place that a woman
can go if they are sexually
assaulted is the Women's
Resource Center, they will provide individuals with information and can answer questions.
All the agencies working
together in the council are victim
centered, and try to put the victim first as much as possible.
"Most of all, we just want to
get the bad guy," Ferden said.

Got Story Ideas?
E-mail them to:
wsunews@yahoo.com

Winona State Laptop Program
www.winona.edu/laptop
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WSU prof invents thermal
paste for cooling electronics
diameter of a human hair. The
paste
is then applied to the heat
WINONAN
source. In the case of a personal
As electronics become faster computer, micro-processors heat
and more efficient, they also up, and the paste pulls the heat to
generate more heat. Professor a "heat sink" or heat absorber.
Yunsheng Xu, who holds a doctorate in composite materials
engineering, has put his experin
tise into cooling them down.
Xu, who joined Winona State
Op is
University's engineering department last fall, invented a new
-,Vrn
composite—two or more materihardware.
als with different properties
combined—to create a thermal
Yunsheng Xu
paste that is highly effective in
getting rid of the heat generated
Engineering Professor
by electronic processors, such as
a personal computer.
The heat sink receives a
The thermal paste Xu has
invented works well for electron- breeze from the fan, inside of the
Jenny Butler/WrNoNAN
ic application because of the electronic appliance, to push the
Winona State engineering professor Yunhseng Xu holds two tiny capsules of a new amount of heat it can absorb and heat into the air.
"The main application is
thermal paste, created for the purpose of microscopic heat absorption. Using a grant its microscopic size.
The thermal paste consists of computer hardware," but it can
from the WSU Research Foundation, Xu developed the paste, which consists of carbon
carbon , composites each also be applied to electronic
composites each 1,000 times smaller than the diameter of a human hair.
1,000 times smaller than the appliances and generators, said

Theodore Evans

Minnesota hockey
fans celebrate, riot
after second title
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
Moments after the Minnesota
hockey team won its second
straight national title Saturday,
police began dealing with another repeat as hundreds of students
began setting fires on campus.
Shortly after Saturday's
game, students converged on the
streets, setting cars, mattresses
and dumpsters on fire. There also
was broken glass strewn
throughout the streets.
About 50 Minneapolis police
officers, dressed in riot gear,
blocked off streets in Dinkytown, a business area near the
Minneapolis campus. The officers used pepper spray and tear
gas to disperse the crowd.
Damage was estimated at
more than $50,000, and police
arrested more than 20 people as
the antics continued into the wee
hours of the morning, the Star
Tribune reported on its Web site
early Sunday.
At least two people were
injured due to the unruly crowd,
said police spokesman Ron
Reier. Both were taken from the
scene in an ambulance with
minor injuries.
Police were expecting a display similar to the one that led to
45 arrests and nearly $40,000 in
property damage after last year's
championship win over Maine.
"I would like to appeal to the
public and the fans that are out
celebrating tonight to just ask
them to calm down a little bit
and stop lighting things on fire,"
said Kristi Rollwagen, spokeswoman for the Minneapolis Fire
Department.
J.J. Thoele, a university
sophomore, said he watched the
game from his dorm room and
then headed to Dinkytown to see
what was going on.
"It's insane. It's just kids
being retarded," he said.
"They're trying to copy last year,

they're trying to break a lot of
stuff and cost the `LP money. It's
absolutely ridiculous."
Eric Allen, 22, of Maple
Grove, is not a university student, but he drove to the campus
while the game was ending.
"I wanted to riot with students," said Allen as he carried a
green street sign. "It looked like
a lot of fun and I like to cause
mischief"
Other fans were content to
focus on the hockey team's 5-1
win over New Hampshire in
Buffalo, N.Y., for the school's
fifth hockey title. They were
talking dynasty after a win no
one expected.
"A two-peat is amazing," said
Jeff Gerndacher, a 22-year-old
university graduate, who
watched the game inside Mariucci Arena. He said that everyone
believed the Gophers would win
last year, but this year's team
came out of nowhere.
"This is the beginning of a
dynasty," he said.
Al Golan, a university graduate and lifelong Minnesota hockey fan, praised the coaching job
of Don Lucia, especially considering the team's youth and slow
start.
"It's amazing how he's
brought this team along," Golan
said. "He did a fantastic job. ...
It's incredible considering how
this team started out."
Rick Hanson, the former public address announcer at the old
Mariucci Arena, said the win
puts the Gophers in college
hockey's elite, alongside Boston
University (1971-1972) and
Michigan (1951-53 and 195556) — teams that successfully
defended their titles.
"It's great that Minnesota fans
have new memories and new traditions," said Hanson as he
recalled past championships.

Kurds in Colorado
gather to say thanks
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) — year-old Mandi Salih, who fled
An Alani, an Iraqi Kurd, wishes to the U.S. in 1996. "All our
he could say thank you to U.S. lives we were in dark times
because of Saddam."
and British troops nonstop.
Alani came the same year. He
"I don't know how to say it
enough times," he said Saturday and his wife, Sazan, tried to flee
as more than 50 Iraqi Kurds attacks by Saddam's regime in
gathered at a park in this south 1996; they were separated, and
Denver suburb to show apprecia- he escaped but she didn't.
She remains in their home viltion for the campaign that toplage of Suleimanyah near the
pled Saddam Hussein.
Iraq-Iran border,
"To fight
but he expects
for others is
her to join him
very nice, and
soon. Alani
it's not normal
We feel
passed the U.S.
people
that
citizenship exam
do
would
reedorrt now
in February and
this," Alani
for the t rSt
is awaiting
said.
results of a backKurdish
time in my life.
ground test.
women in colLayla Aziz,
orful saris and
Mandi Salih who fled northneckgold
ern Iraq in 1997
laces linked
Iraqi Kurd
and came to Colarms to dance.
orado, said she
Men in handwoven moccasins and balloon wants to return for a visit and
pants made from fine wool might stay if a democratic govsipped coffee. Plates of rice ernment emerges. Her parents
mixed with nuts and beans, and sisters are still there.
' "We were worried when the
bowls of hummus and bags of
pita bread covered a picnic war started but now we are so
happy because they got rid of
bench.
"We feel freedom now for the Saddam. They're free now," she
first time in my life," said 51- said.

given a
Xu, who was
$1,500 grant by the WSU
Research Foundation to research
the composites.
Xu tested many composite
materials based on their thermal
conductivity, conformability and
spreadablity.
Xu started his work in
composite materials 13 years ago
in China, and continued in composite engineering to complete
his doctorate in materials and
engineering. Since then, Xu has
contributed two patents and
seven inventions to the field of
composite engineering.
"It is a lot of fun when you
can develop a material with
special properties by combing
general existing or newly
emerged materials," Xu said.
"The composite materials are
and will continue to be one of the
main approaches to provide new
materials for industries,"
Xu said.

North Korea
Continued from Page 1
nuclear weapons," Reed said.
Reed said the difference this
time is that North Korea's
economy has collapsed and the
perceptions that North and
South Korea have of each
other has changed to a collaboration.
Reed said, dealing with
North Korea using war and not
good diplomacy is very tempting for the United States policy
makers.
Reed admits that even
though North Korea hasn't
admitted to having nuclear
weapons, they have the ability
to posess them.
He said the communist government in North Korea is a
very oppressive society and
ignores the human rights of
their own people.
Reed said the United States
will consider two options in
order to deal with North
Korea: a pre-emptive war like
the United States did with Iraq,
or to isolate the county, but
North Korea still considers that
as an act of war.
"The only option left is
negotiation with North Korea.
They are willing but the Bush
administration isn't. I wonder
if the Bush administration even

has the patience to," Reed said.
Reed said the two options
won't work but he said that
doesn't mean they won't be
tried by the United States. He
said that's exactly what worries him.
Reed said when the war in
Iraq is over North Korea
expects the United States to go
after them next.
"I'm sure their military is
expecting the United States to
attack them," Reed said. "The
fear of attack by the United
States has been exaggerated by
the Bush administration."
Reed asked the question if
dialogue was too late between
the United States and North
Korea.
He said the Bush administration needs to think about
what the cost of the war will
mean, not only money but also
more importantly the cost of
life.
"If the next war is with
North Korea don't think that
China is going to let that happen. It will very likely be a
nuclear war," Reed said. "War
is unthinkable, but very possible if good diplomacy isn't
acted upon. Talking is the only
way to avoid disaster."

Ty Gangelhoff/WINONAN

Guest speaker Edward Reed discusses the current
unstable state of Korea during "Diplomacy or Catastrophe in Korea: The Choice is Ours" last Wednesday.
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Classifieds
Students

Students

FREE GOVERNMENT
GRANTS!! $5,000 To $50,000
in 30 days! Send $4.00 plus an
self addressed stamped manila
envelope to: Agent LSW, 905
N. Third St. #204, Burbank,
CA 91502

Fraternities - Sororities Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit www.cam-

pusfundraiser.com

Students

Help Wanted

Full-size Mattress Set COMPLETE w/frame. Brand new,
still in bag, $500 value, Sacrifice for $185. Delivery available, 608-304-2337

Bartender Trainees Needed
$250 a day potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 712

Up to $500/Wk, P/T, preparing
mailings. Not Sales. No Experience Required. Flexible
Schedules. (626) 294-3215

Need to sell something? Run
a classified in the Winonan.
It's cheap and easy! Call Mike
at 457-5677 or e-mail
winonanads a winona.ed
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SPOTLIGHT

Cetera

See Page 8 for
a review of the
new Adam
Sandler movie

Lecture reflects Asian
American struggles
Meg Stevenson
WINONAN

Meghan MillerfWINoNAN

Professor Gabriel Manrique spoke at the Student
Union on Thursday as part of Asian awareness
week.

Asia Week, a celebration put on by the
International Services and Cultural Diversity
office at Winona State, was honored last
week and culminated with a lecture Thursday
night in Stark Hall.
"Chinks, Gooks, Flips and Japs" was the
title of the lecture that speakers Gabriel Manrique, an economics professor at Winona
State and Cecilia Manrique, a political science professor at University Wisconsin-La
Crosse, gave as a part of Asia Week.
The International Dinner held Saturday
culminated the week-long event, the Manriques' presentation certainly did not make
light of the struggle Asian Americans, both
immigrants and native-born Americans have
had to make since they first began moving to
the United States.
Gabriel Manrique first began discussing
the history of Asian immigrants in the United
States, beginning in the late 19th century. He
stated that prejudices and outright racism

towards Asian Americans began almost
immediately, and even manifested themselves
in immigration laws preventing wives of
immigrants to move to the United States to
protect against breeding, and then laws
against inter-racial marriages to produce the
same effect.
Manrique also discussed the different ethnic groups of what most people term "Asian
Americans" using what some may call racial
slurs such as Chinks (Chinese), Japs (Japanese), Flips (Filipinos), and said that "many of
us that are older are more familiar with these
terms than the younger generation who grew
up in the age of the dash-Americans."
Cecilia Manrique took over from her husband and discussed the contemporary situation with Asian Americans in the United
States, beginning in the mid-20th century and
the current situation. She focused in particular on a study that she and her husband,
Gabriel Manrique, had conducted with
10,000 foreign-born university faculty members nationwide. She said that one in four of
these professors had experienced prejudice

from their administration, and that even from
her own students she had sometimes experienced prejudice.
Manrique spoke about the current situation of Asian Americans in the United States.
Despite the diversity of Asian Americans living in the United States, some people still categorize them all as one ethnic, racial group.
There is an incredible amount of ethnic diversity in the large number of people grouped as
"Asian-Americans" including Koreans, Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, and a variety of ethnicities from smaller, Southeast Asian countries. The tendency to group them together
comes from many factors. Manrique detailed
these factors: "they all come from the same
geographical area, it takes too much effort to
learn about all the different cultures and differentiate, and that some people just simply
do not have very much contact with people of
different races."
In the whole spirit of Asia Week, Cecilia
Manrique ended the presentation perfectly:
"Your challenge is to try meeting an Asian
today. They might be in your midst."

Rejuvenating experience
for viewers of 'Anointed'
are in the Weber Gallery reflect that sanctity and purity that exist in this gamut of
WINONAN
emotional installation.
"Requiem for Flight" one of Schultz'
If one were to look up the word, more eye-catching pieces, is way too hard
"anointed" in the dictionary that person to miss — even if the viewer were to
would find that the word means to put oil attempt to miss this piece. "Flight" is comon as a sign of sanctification or 'consecra- posed of five blowfish hanging from the
ceiling. The blowfish are hanging by wire,
tion in a religious-like ceremony.
The sanctity of a religious, spiritual-like but from a distance the thin wire looks
experience is exactly what is expressed, nearly invisible.
What is visible is the twine that is
and awaits the viewer, inside the Weber
wrapped around the Christmas lights hangGallery in Watkins Hall this week.
Katie Schultz, a senior art student who ing from the ceiling and bundled up inside
has artwork on display as part of a select the blowfish to provide an intriguing aura.
senior show, opened her "Anointed" exhib- The blowfish were constructed from fiberit on Monday of this week. The exhibit glass resin and metal armatures, and were
covered with a cheesecloth. The armatures
runs through Saturday.
The exhibit features an eclectic mixture are spiraled to resemble springs popping
of sculptures and artwork revealing the out of the fish's bodily structure.
"I'm attracted to the form," Schultz
inner thoughts, emotions and expressions
said. "I think it's beautiful."
of the person behind the work.
Schultz, who graduates this spring and
Many of the ideas that came to Schultz,
were just that, ideas. "I can't put a finger will be attending graduate school in Milon it, when I get an idea," Schultz said. waukee for art therapy, said that originally
Schultz said that her work usually comes she had seen a photograph of blowfish in
the second dimensional form and wanted
from a group of ideas that come together.
Walking into the Weber Gallery, on the to transform what she had seen into a threesecond floor of Watkins, the viewer enters dimensional medium for an audience.
All five of the fish are different sizes
a white room, ordained with the work of
the exhibit. While most likely the white and when asked about the significance of
room was unplanned, the white walls that five, Schultz said that it felt right.
"I can't have
even numbers,"
Schultz said. "The
sculpture can be
made into a mirror,
too easily. I don't
like my sculptures
to balance like that.
I like my work to be
organic in this
medium," Schultz
said.
Schultz' piece,
"Regeneration,"
appears on the surface to be a cocoon,
but carries more
emotion in the manner in which it was
constructed for an
audience. Schultz,
who has served as a
model for her
pieces, cast herself
in a fetal position to
make a mold. After
covering the plaster
mold with papier
mache, Schultz
peeled off the
pieces and then
pieced them together.
The sculpture,
which weighs
approximately 30
pounds, was one of
the most complicated pieces to install.
Jenny Butler/WINoNAN
The cocoon is wide
Senior art major Kate Schultz explains how she
and appears to be
created "Requiem for Flight," a piece in her
heavy, as it hangs by a
"Anointed " showcase in Watkins.

Adam Crowson

narrow piece — compared to the larger
section of the cocoon — connected to a
branch that Schultz found in the woods.
"Overevaluation" and "Archetype:
Purity" are two of Schultz' pieces in the
exhibit that share a common meaning.
Both of the pieces use a subject of a
pedestal to reflect how things that are valued by society are placed up high, like
being placed on a pedestal.
"Overevaluation" features a cubist
piece, that resembles a painting, but consists of shapes and different, painted
pedestals placed onto the medium for display, displaying different values on the
tops of the pedestals. Inside the work is
also a poem, scrawled onto the medium —
reflecting a more interpersonal emotion
from Schultz.
"Archetype: Purity" is a piece that features a plaster pedestal with intricately
molded Virgin Mary's attached to the
pedestal with plaster. Atop the pedestal is a
Bible, whitewashed with white gesso.
All the verses in the book of Luke,
chapter one, are whitewashed out except
for verse 38, " And Mary said, Behold the
handmaid of the Lord; be it unto me
according to thy word. And the angel
departed from her." On the previous page,
the middle of the several previous pages
have been cut-out and inside is a covered
portrait of Schultz, donning a white veil —
resembling a first communion, but speaking more about the purity of virginity and
innocence.
This piece contrasts sharply with one of
Schultz' other more alluring pieces, "Innocent Seduction; The Feminine Dichotomy ,'
"Innocent Seduction," Schultz said,
"was inspired by a class, Gender Issues in
Sociology," that Schultz took here at WSU.
The piece, Schultz said, reveals the
dichotomy that exists between women.
"You're either a virgin, "Schultz said, "or
you're 'worldly.' And the pillows blatantly
symbolize this notion."
"Innocent Seduction" is essentially a
bed. On the bed are pillows and a bedspread, like any other normal bed. However, the controversy of this piece — and the
reason for why this writer likes this piece
— is the emotion and truth that rest on this
bed. There are two pillows, one that is
black and another that is white. A cute,
frilly white bra has been sewn onto the
black pillow with white stitching that says,
"No." On the white pillow is sewn a risque,
sexy black thong, with black stitching that
says, "Yes."
The bedspread is an assorted array of
evenly-spaced erotic black and white lingerie stitched together. The contrast of the
black and the white conveyed the exact
emotion on this writer that Schultz was
attempting to convey. The contrast of these
colors revealed the dichotomy and context
of how white feminine undergarments
carry a connotation of innocence and virginity with females, whereas black undergarments carry the mindset of erotic, sexual play,
See Page 8 for 'Anointed'

Ty Gangelhoff/W NONAN

Mr. WSU contestants Jeff Mosser and Matt Williamson
participate in the dance portion of the competition
Thursday night in Somsen auditorium.

WSU freshman
wins Mr. WSU
Naomi Ndubi
WINONAN

Mr. Winona State University, mimicking the Miss WSU pageant,
was held last Thursday in Somsen Auditorium.
Dustin Smieja, captured this year's title of Mr. Winona State University as part of a fundraiser for the Student Services Scholarship.
Smieja, an 18-year old freshman studying Pre-Chiropractic, is
also involved in the bocce ball club, weight-lifting club and he is the
Chaplin in the TKE fraternity.
He received a standing ovation from the audience from his talented dance to Nsync's "Bye, Bye, Bye."
"My choreographer Jason Tabor helped me a lot," Smieja said.
"It actually took two weeks to learn and perfect the dance."
Smieja said, "I found the talent show more fun and it was okay if
you were not talented but still entertaining."
Eight males competed in the 18th Annual event for the title of
Mr. WSU.
Each of the contestants was sponsored by a sorority, fraternity or
several other organizations at the university, in Thursday night's
event.
The contestants'were judged in three categories: formal wear, a
question and answer session and the talent show competition.
Several contestants demonstrated "legitimate talents," such as
playing the guitar, and singing.
Each answered a question on a topic ranging from "what is the
sweetest thing you have ever done to somebody," to "how to be a
woman's best friend."
After the first round of questions, the candidates re-appeared for a
second round in evening wear.
Tony Romaine, the student senate president, co-hosted the event
with Kristin Calliguiri, public relations chair.
Calliguiri said the most important qualities of Mr. WSU should
have a good standing in the university and be a respectful individual.
First runner-up was Jeff Mosser, who was sponsored by the Pi
Lambda Phi fraternity and the people's choice winner was Bruce
Todd who was sponsored by Sigma Sigma Sigma.
The judges were representatives from the IRHC, UPAC, Student
Senate and Greek Council organizations.
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Happenings Nudist colony launches ad
campaign In Washington

April 17
International Music Series will be hosting the Winona Gamelan Ensemble, performing on Indonesian Gamelan's at 7 p.m. in the
North Lounge at Lourdes Hall. Admission is
free.

ISSAQUAH, Wash. (AP)
None of
Allan Arnold's neighbors batted an eye when
he took out his garbage one recent sunny
morning, wearing nothing but gold-rimmed
glasses and his shoes.
He lives in Forestia, a remote, gated nudist park in this east Seattle suburb, where no
one sees anyone's birthday suit by accident.
"We do our best not to get in people's
faces," Sharon Anderson, Arnold's wife and
a longtime resident of Forestia, told the Seattle Post-Intelligencer for a story Monday.
Members of the Body Freedom Cooperative have a different take on the subject.
They feel nudists should be able to do
their thing in public places and plan to flout
anti-nudity rules in a push for clothingoptional beaches at local parks.
"We're pushing the envelope in what I
think is a good way," said Mark Storey, a
founding member of Body Freedom.
So far, the group has staged one public
prank. Storey and two others went skinnydipping at Luther Burbank Park on Mercer
Island, site of the King County park system
headquarters, to signal their "commitment to
bringing clothing-free opportunities on public lands closer to the people of the cities."
More stunts are expected. There's talk of a
"mass nude photo shoot" at the Washington
Park Arboretum in Seattle this spring and

Tony Bartholomaus will be performing
at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Art Center's
Main Stage as part of his senior showcase
dance recital.

April 17-18
Sut Jhally, an award-winning filmmaker and author and the founder and director of
The Media Education Foundation, will be having a lecture Thursday, April 17, at 7 p.m. in
Somsen Auditorium, about "The Media and
the New Racism: Why America can't think
straight about Race." Jhally will be lecturing
again, Friday at 1 p.m., at the Performing Arts
Center's Mainstage Theater. The title of Friday's lecture is "Tough Guide: Masculinity,
Identity and Violence."

random in-the-buff neighborhood clean-ups.
"I'm really looking forward to that," said
Shirley Gauthier of Springfield, Ore., another Body Freedom founder. "It's hard to complain about someone cleaning up graffiti."
Such tactics make Anderson and other
traditional nudists squeamish.
They worry that promoting nude beaches
with public nudity may backfire.
"It would not be my choice," said Anderson, who was fully clothed as she gave a tour
of Forestia's playground, picnic area and
pools. "I don't like any sort of views foisted
on unknowing people, and nudism is just
one."
Nancy Trautenberg, president of the
Northwest Nudists Association and coowner of a Bellevue nudist club called
Xena's Sanctuary, agrees.
Washington state has at least seven nudist
clubs, four with their own acreage: Forestia,
Lake Bronson in Sultan, Lake Associates
near Mount Vernon and Kaniksu Ranch near
Spokane.
There are no public nude beaches in
Washington, as there are in Oregon and
British Columbia. And state lawmakers
blocked a recent proposal to designate Clayton Beach south of Bellingham as a nude
beach.
Body Freedom members say a majority of

Americans do not oppose public nudity.
They cite a recent Roper poll, commissioned
by The Naturist Education Foundation,
which found that 80 percent of Americans
support creation of designated, clothingoptional beaches.
Body Freedom activists feel the discreet
private clubs suggest non-sexual nudity is
shameful.
"It's very creepy," said group co-founder
Daniel Johnson. "I just find it really strange
that people want to keep it secret."
Actually, Forestia isn't much of a secret.
Hundreds of visitors show up for the summertime Bare Buns Fun Run and annual
Nudestock music festival.
Traditional nudists aren't trying to hide,
Anderson said. They just recognize that
some people are offended by nudity and
have the right not to be forced to view someone's bare backside.
And while the First Amendment protects
political expression, it doesn't clear Body
Freedom activists to protest in the buff.
"Prohibiting all public nudity, for whatever reason, has been held constitutional" by
the U.S. Supreme Court, said David Skover,
who teaches constitutional law at Seattle
University.

Korey and Fireflies looking for recognition
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) —
The up-and-coming Sioux Falls
band Kory and the Fireflies has
picked up support from an
unusual source in its quest to win
a national audience.
The band counts Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle as
one of its fans.
"I just think they're the best
South Dakota has to offer," said
Daschle, who has traveled his
own road to prominence from a
small rural state.
"They deserve to be internationally recognized given the
quality of their music," said
Daschle, D-S.D., noting he has
all their CDs.
Formed seven years ago in
Sioux Falls, the band already has
made gains throughout the Midwest.
Two of its songs have
received airplay on about 20

April 19
Katie Schultz, a Winona State student,
will be the focus of a select senior show, titled
"Anointed" in the Weber Gallery in Watkins
Hall. "Anointed" began April 14, and concludes with a reception at 3 p.m. on Saturday,
April 19.
Tony Bartholomaus will be performing
in the Senior Dance recital at 2 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center's Main Stage Theater.

April 24
The International Music Series concludes its season with a performance by liberal
arts dean, Joe Gow. Gow, an American blues
guitarist, will be performing at 7 p.m. in the
North Lounge of Lourdes Hall, to wrap up the
season.

radio stations in the region, said
Tom Kay, the radio promotion
coordinator for the band.
The band's music has been
part of a video show in Canada
and its song "Pop Fly" has been
played at baseball stadiums in
Detroit and Milwaukee.
Recently the band broke into
New Music Weekly's top 40
chart for adult contemporary
music, a first for the band, said
Kory Van Sickle, lead singer and
songwriter.
"Basically, we're on everything but MTV and VH1," Van
Sickle said.
The quest for what Van Sickle
calls "breaking it out nationally"
has had other high points, too.
Van Sickle fondly recalls
being on stage with Willie Nelson and Neil Young at a Farm
Aid event. The band got the gig
after getting a recommendation

from Daschle.
He also has had several meetings with the band, U2, and cites
the group as his inspiration to
begin making music.
Van Sickle describes the
band's sound as pop rock 'n' roll.
"It's pretty energetic and we
try to convey a positive vibe
when we perform," he said.
Other members of the band
include Chris Beyer, Jason
Vetos, Al Berven, Danny Yost
and Gary Widmann.
The group mainly is played
on top 40 and adult contemporary radio stations. But Van Sickle says his music is liked by people both young and old.
"Not only do parents love it,
but their kids love it too," he
said.
Through this spring and summer, Kory and the Fireflies plan
to play at a number of fairs and

Rhyme scheme

festivals including appearances
with Soul Asylum and Three
Doors Down.
And the band continues to
seek more radio play, which Van
Sickle said is "crucial to breaking a band nationally."
Kay said Kory and the Fireflies does have the potential to
make it into the national music
scene.
"But it's a finicky radio world
that we deal with," Kay cautioned.
However, Kay said they find
new fans of the band each time a
new song comes out.
In the meantime, Van Sickle
said he already gets recognized
sometimes when he's walking
down the street.
"That's kind of an interesting
thing," he said. "When it does
happen, I wonder what it's like
on the big scale."

Church finds
letter from Poe

April 26
The theater and dance department is
presenting "Shakespeare in the Park," at the
Lake Park Bandshell in Winona. The performance will be under the direction of Andy Waldron.

April 27
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
be performing at 2 p.m. on the Main Stage in
the Performing Arts Center. Admission is
$5 for adults and $3 for students.
WSU Piano Ensemble will have a recital
at 4:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall under the direction of Barbara
DuFresne.

Doug Sundin/WINONAN

Ken McCullough, a Winona State English professor, reads
"Ascent" from his newly released book "Obsidian Point" last
Tuesday.

Trivia contest entertains college crowd

//
C

The 4th Annual

Prentiss-Lucas/Quad Block Party

April 30, 4 PM.-10 PM.
All students, faculty, staff, and their families are
invited.

MILWAUKEE (AP) — A letter bearing the
swirling black signature of Edgar Allan Poe could
fetch a church $20,000 or more at an auction this
week.
Paul Haubrich found the letter 15 months ago
inside a walk-in safe at St. Paul's Episcopal Church
in Milwaukee.
"I was absolutely stunned when I saw the letter,"
said Haubrich, a church volunteer. "It's in great
shape, done on very high-quality paper that, when
folded up, creates its own envelope."
Christie's in New York will auction the letter
Tuesday with other literary materials. The final bid
is expected to range between $15,000 and $20,000,
or possibly more, said Chris Coover, a senior specialist in manuscripts at Christie's.
Poe, who is best-known for poems and horror
stories such as "The Raven" and "The Telltale
Heart," wrote the letter Feb. 12, 1840, to "J.C. Passmore Esqr.," who became an Episcopal priest and
later served as rector of St. Luke's Episcopal
Church.
Passmore, who lived in Lancaster, Pa., at the
time, had proposed providing some articles for Burton's Gentleman's Magazine in Philadelphia, where
Poe was an assistant editor.
In his letter, Poe says the proposed articles
sounded interesting, but the magazine didn't have
enough money to pay for them.
Auction proceeds will go to a fund the Passmore
family established to support the church's music
program.
Most of Poe's surviving letters are in permanent
public collections, Coover said.
"There's a special aura around Poe, apparently
because he's one of the American poets of that era
who is still very much read, and so are his short stories," Coover said. "In a sense, he's one of the
founders of the whole genre of mystery, detection,
horror."

STEVENS POINT, Wis. (AP) — A radio
station's annual 54-hour marathon of the
mind sent trivia buffs scurrying to search
books, the Internet, movies and other sources
for answers to obscure questions this weekend.
The University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point's radio station, WWSP, bills the
marathon as the world's largest trivia contest.
The annual contest typically attracts
about 12,000 players on almost 500 teams.
Some participants travel each year from
across the nation to Stevens Point, a central
Wisconsin city of 24,400 people.
The station's 34th annual contest was

scheduled from 6 p.m. Friday through midnight Sunday.
During the contest, eight questions are
broadcast each hour over the radio station.
Teams phone in answers within the next two
songs played on the air.
The contest also had a "Trivia Stone"
treasure hunt that sent players through the
city looking for various clues visible in road
signs, yards and landmarks to retrieve
stamps worth points.
Phil Hartley, 36, hooked three computers
to the Internet at his house in the Wood
County town of Grand Rapids during the
contest.

Harley said the Internet helps fledging
teams like his, which finished in 335th place
last year in its first trivia marathon.
"Technology is very important, except for
a couple of areas like music and sports," he
said.
The organizer of the event, Jim Oliva, is
nicknamed "The Oz," from the "The Wizard
of Oz." He's the all-knowing, the all-powerful because he has the final say on any grievance over a question and answer.
Oliva has helped write questions for the
contest since 1979.
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Impress your date
and you might get
a second chance

Friends after the break
up is tough to pull off

Sky Starr
Love and Relationship
Columnist

Cord Blomquist
Love and Relationship Columnist

WINONAN

or sense of humor.
In terms of the date itself, well,
it's Winona: All traditional dates
will nin you about the same. In
contrast, try a picnic at the top of
Garvin or go biking on some of the
local trails. A round of Frisbee golf
can add sexual chemistry for those who enjoy a little competition, or
attend one of the free shows at
Lake Park (Shakespeare in the Park
is around the corner, and there are
free outdoor concerts in the summer).
During a traditional dinner and
movie date, kick up the impressiveness factor of the date by making a
toast during dinner. You do not
need wine to toast. Slick things to
toast to include a fantastic first
date, true love, a safe return of our
troops overseas, spring, graduation
or anything else your date finds
interesting or important. I once
impressed a guy by toasting to the
Democratic Party.
Questions are ' also a smooth
move, if you know what to ask. I'm
assuming you know enough about
the other person to figure out what
she/he cares about, so ask questions about that topic. If you're too
dense to do any preparation, try
goofy questions such as, "What
was your favorite toy as a child?"
or "Out of all the people you've
ever met, who has been most influential on your life?" And of course,
follow up by asking why.
Guys, questions are especially
powerful in the brownie points
department, as girls tend to view
questions as interest and every girl
you date wants to know you're
honestly interested in her. Even if
you're not.
Finally, use your manners. Offer
to pay or help pay for the date.
Open doors, say thank you and
good stuff like that. If you're nice
enough, you may just get to second.

Dating is complicated, stressful
and expensive. It gets even more
expensive if you actually like the
other person and would like to get
to a second date (or second base).
Luckily, I have some tricks you
can use to impress your date without spending ridiculous amounts of
money. Let's start at the beginning.
Girls have a tendency to go buy
new outfits for a new date. Forget
it. Most likely, he hasn't seen you
in 90 percent of your wardrobe, so
pick your favorite from existing
options. Or borrow from a friend.
Also, you do not need new shoes,
makeup, haircut and color or anything else unless he's planning on
taking you to some huge event like
the presidential inauguration. In
Winona, he's probably planning to
take you to Jefferson's.
Gifts are a nice touch on the first
date, but (as we all learned last
week) you have to be careful about
what you buy. A single rose is OK,
as long as it's not red, but shy away
from yellow since that indicates
platonic friendship. And never go
with carnations because they look
cheap. Try a small bouquet of
daisies or irises, which are cheap
and have amazing staying power.
Long after the date, those flowers
will still be in her apartment
reminding her of how smooth you
are.
Remember to scatter a few sincere compliments throughout the
date — this goes for both the guys
and the gals. Skip the generic,
"You look really nice tonight,"
since even a chimp could think to
say something like that. Be original
and specific, such as a compliment
on how great your date smells
(yum) or her soft skin or his amazing biceps. During the conversaReach
Sky
Starr
tion, tell your date about her/his winonanetc@yahoo.corn
captivating voice or incredible wit

WINONAN

Dear Cord,
My ex boyfriend and I have been
broken up for a few months now.
Our break-up was a really messy
one and he hurt my feelings quite a
bit.
Now that I'm out of the relationship, I realize how emotionally and
mentally abusive he was to me.
Most every time I saw him he
would be cruel to me in some way,
usually in order to manipulate me to
do things for him.
Although I resent him horribly for
this, I still feel like we have an emotional bond and I want to be with
him.
Should I still do things with him
on a friendly level or should I abandon him despite my feelings?
—Affectionate for an Ass

ny.
Some might think that you're being
the bigger person by continuing your
relationship with this boy on a friendly
level.
Personally I think this couldn't be
farther from the truth. By continuing
any sort of a relationship with him you
are sensing him the message that his
behavior is acceptable, or at least not
bad enough to end your relationship
with him entirely.
People with relationship problems
can only learn to be better people if
their behavior results in the proper Consequences.
Good behavior is to be rewarded
while bad behavior should be met with
some sort of penalty.
You're not doing this boy any favors
by being friendly with him, and you're
almost guaranteeing that he'll continue
this behavior of abuse and manipulation
with other women.
If you still love him, the best thing
you can do for him is make sure he
knows what kind of person he is and
that he needs to alter his behavior. In
order for this boy to ever be happy, it
might be necessary for him to feel very,
very bad right now.
Realizing you're a jerk is not a
pleasant experience, but neither is living life as an emotionally detached,
abusive jerk.
Do him and yourself a favor and let
him know that he is a bad guy and not
worth your time.
We need to remember that the most
important person in any relationship is
ultimately ourselves.
Loving and caring for others is great,
as long as that love is mutual.

Dear AFAA,
I will jump straight to my answer on
this question and explain why I believe
this to be the right thing to do. Should
you hang out with this exceptional
young man anymore? NO!
Maybe he is a good guy in a friendship setting, maybe he just doesn't
know how to act properly in a dating
situation,' and maybe he had a bad
childhood and bad parental figures, but
this doesn't mean he should be rewarded for bad behavior.
This guy had to be quite a jerk in
order for you to be able to come to the
realization that he was abusive toward
you.
Dear Cord,
Most of the time we are willing to
I recently broke up with my
forgive and forget the small things, but
if you can honestly say that he was boyfriend of five months on good
abusing you and manipulating you, then terms.
We have been able to remain
this guy isn't deserving of your compa-

friends and see each other around
campus with only a little awkwardness between us.
Our relationship was great, but we
just weren't right together. I'd like to
remain friends with him, but lately he
has displayed some very alarming
behavior.
After our breakup he apparently
heard a bunch of really horrible
rumors from his guy friends about
me and eventually confronted me
about them.
I was offended that he would even
take these rumors seriously as they
were obviously untrue.
I want to remain friends, but how
can I when he acts like he resents me
after we've broken up?
What should I do in response to
this kind of behavior?
—Riddled with Rumors
Dear Riddled,
I don't know exactly why you
should want to be friends with someone
who takes rumors more seriously than
five months with another person, but
you might not have to immediately dismiss this guy as the shallow ass that he
probably is and always was.
Even after a good break-up we can
feel rejected and angry with o'ir former
partner.
He's reacting to the breakup by lashing out at you, and his friends are only
helping him to do so.
I would say that this guy is likely not
a good friend for you, but you should let
some time pass before you allow yourself to reach a verdict on the situation.
Let the emotional wounds scab over
a bit more and see how he behaves then,
he might turn out to be an alright guy
that got a little carried away after the
breakup.
Reach
Cord
Blomquist
at
cablomqu6772@webmail.winona.edu

E-mail your questions or ideas to Cord or Sky
winonanetc@yahoo.com or cablomqu6772
@webmail.winona.edu

at

Rice has weight-loss surgery
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — For best-selling lose 100 pounds or more, with a goal of being
author Anne Rice, weight-loss surgery was a mat- healthy enough to go on a book tour this fall.
ter of life and breath.
She said weight has been a problem since she
Before the operation Jan. 15, Rice could not was a teenager. As she watched her husband, Stan,
walk more than a few steps without losing her recently lose his fight against brain cancer, she
breath. She suffered from sleep apnea. Her blood again felt her weight slowly creeping up.
pressure was above normal.
In the weeks after her husband's death on Dec.
"When you're fighting this type of battle your 9, Rice decided she was sick of her size. A People
entire life, surgery is a very legitimate answer," magazine article about "Today" show weatherman
Rice, 61, told The Times-Picayune. "For me, it Al Roker's operation made her think about
was the best possible choice. I feel like I've surgery.
already got a big part of my life back."
Now, Rice can eat no more than a few bites at a
Since her surgery, her insulin dosage has been time. Her meals often include protein shakes, cotcut in half. Her blood pressure is normal. Her tage cheese, yogurt and different types of broth.
nurses have told her she breathes well at night. She also takes vitamins and other supplements.
They used to be able to hear her down the hall, she
"I am looking forward to forgetting about
said.
food," Rice said. "I am not at that point yet,
She has lost 44 of the 254 pounds she weighed because I am constantly thinking about what I will
when she decided on the surgery. She wants to be eating next and how I will eat it."

Wall Street Journal Bestsellers
FICTION
1. "Birthright" by Nora Roberts
(Putnam)

NON-FICTION
1. "Leap of Faith" by Queen Noor
(Miramax)

2. "Cerulean Sins" by Laurel! K.
2. "Atkins for Life" by Robert C.
Hamilton (Berkley)
Atkins (St. Martin's Press)

THE MARKET
MAKES CORRECTIONS.
BUT WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO
BE RIGHT IN THE FIRST PLACE?
When the market says you're wrong, well, there's no arguing. That's why choosing
the right fir.ancial partner can help you in today's volatile market. Contact us to
learn more about our retirement system and complete range of investment and
savings options. It's the right decision.

TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

3. "Stupid White Men" by Michael
3. "Lost Light" by Michael Connelly
(Little, Brown)
Moore (Reganbooks)
4. "The Da Vinci Code" by Dan
Brown (Doubleday)

4. "The Purpose-Driven Life"
Rick Warren (Zondervan)

y

5. "The Savage Nation" by Michael
5. "Children of the Storm" by
Elizabeth Peters (Morrow)
Savage (WND Books)
6. "The King of Torts" by John
Grisham (Doubleday)

6. "Good to Great" by Jim Collins
(HarperBusiness)

7. "Dereliction of Duty" by Robert
7. "The Lovely Bones" by Alice
Patterson (Regnery)
Sebold (Little, Brown)
8. "Dead Aim" by Iris Johansen
(Bantam)

8. "Who Moved My Cheese?" by
Spencer Johnson (Putnam)

Managing money for people
with other things to think about."

9. "Power of Full Engagement" by
9. "Jester" by J. Patterson, A. Gross
J. Loehr, T. Schwartz (Free Press)
(Little, Brown)
RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

10. "The Vanished Man" by Jeffrey
10. "Jarhead" by Anthony
Deaver (Simon & Schuster)
Swofford (Scribner
)

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products .
For more information, call 18001042-2133, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully hetore investing. E) 2002 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association College Retirement Equities Fund ITIAA-CREF), 130 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10011

/
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Brian Gallagher
Film Columnist

3 stars out of 4
Starring Adam Sandler, Jack Nicholson and
Marisa Tomei
Directed by Peter Segal
Why you should go: Sandler and Nicholson are
hilarious, some nice plot twists and solid direction.
Why you shouldn't go: A somewhat muddled
script and Tomei doesn't play the obligatory
female very well and Sandler's buddies are just
getting annoying.
Adam Sandler and Jack Nicholson are two
actors who seem to be on the total opposite ends of
the Hollywood spectrum. Nicholson has won a
record three Best Actor Oscars throughout his storied career. Sandler has won, well, nothing close to
the Oscar for anything. But, both actors have
legions of fans and they will all be pleased with the
hilarious "Anger Mangement."

Dave Buznik (Sandler) is what most would call,
well, a pansy. He floats through life, taking everyone else's crap along the way, much to the chagrin
of his girlfriend Linda (Tomei) who thinks he
should stand up for himself. He does what he's told
and doesn't complain, being nice as humanly possible. But after a series of unfortunate incidents,
including a nasty scene on an airplane and a bar
fight with a blind man, he is forced to undergo
anger management therapy with the eccentric Dr.
Buddy Rydell (Nicholson). And in doing so, the
bashful Buznik, who won't even kiss Linda in public, ends up being angrier than anyone would've
imagined he could be.
Sandler, making his return to his normal
comedic routine after his wonderful dramatic
debut with last year's "Punch-Drunk Love" (the
movie sucked, but Sandler was golden), is in top
form in this movie. He shows a good range in
being the timid Buznik and his Incredible Hulklike alter ego. I've always been a big fan of Sandler, although most critics have not. I think this is
mainly because most of his movies tend to be a bit
immature and sophomoric. But whenever he's in a
smarter movie, like this one and "Punch-Drunk
Love," they seem to enjoy his work a little more.
Yeah, there are plenty of infantile moments in this
movie, like where Sandler beats up a monk played
by John C. Reily, but come on. That was just plain
funny.
You really can't go wrong with Jack Nicholson
in a movie. The Hollywood icon almost resembles
Midas, turning everything he touches into gold. He
definitely puts the Nicholson Touch on this movie,
providing for a great deal of the movie's humor
with his delivery and mannerisms. He's got some
of the best one-liners in the movie as well such as,

"Now Mr. Head, what is your first name and please
tell me it's not Dick" as well as many others. He's
got that "crazy old man" look that is absolutely
perfect for the role as the few-beers-short-of-a-sixpack Rydell. His character kind of resembles that
of Denzel Washington's Alonzo Harris in the phenomenal "Training Day." No, Rydell doesn't
wheel Buznik through tha hood in his low-rider.
But he does make Buznik do several things that he
really doesn't want to do, like making him hit on
the luscious Heather Graham in a bar even though
he has a girlfriend, only to turn it all on Buznik
when it goes wrong.
You can't have a comedy, or almost any movie
for that matter, without a love interest and that role
is filled by Marisa Tomei. They should have filled
it with someone else. Tomei is just plain weird as
Linda, in a weak performance that seemed like she
was trying way too hard. Her character is supposed
to be happy-go-lucky, and she portrays that too
well, almost never smiling in every second she's
on screen, even when she's really not supposed to
be smiling. She didn't have a lot of screen time,
but the time she did have annoyed me.
Another thing that bugged me was the appearance, yet again, of what I like to call the "Sandler
regulars." If you've seen almost any Sandler
movie, you've seen these guys in them, and two
out of the three make appearances in this movie.
Allen Covert, who was the kind-of-gay-roommate
in "Little Nicky" and Jonathan Loughran, who was
the linebacker with the lazy eye and couldn't talk
well in "The Waterboy" have over stayed their
welcome in Hollywood, as far as I'm concerned.
The other guy was the quarterback in "The Waterboy," but I didn't see him in this movie, for some
reason. They are old college buddies of Sandler,
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`Anointed'
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that is both evil, naughty and hedonistic, but so damn fun!
"Yes and No" are the first words you learn when you're little,"
Schultz said and the words contrast with the colors of black and
white on the pillow to reinforce the meaning of the piece, Schultz
said.
One of the feature pieces, which Schultz used for her promotional posters, was the sculpture "Resin."
"Resin," which took over a year for Schultz to construct, is the
figure of a man, made out of plaster, evenly covered with tile.
The inspiration to the piece came from a job Schultz had working in a hospital. There were tile in the halls of the hospital, Schultz
recalled, and everything seemed sterile and clean. Schultz said that
communal buildings, even businesses, seem this way too, and use
tile as a main component while adding sterility to the environment.

"I wanted to think of people interacting with this environment,"
Schultz said.
But Schultz added that this environment is alienating and this
was the concept she wanted to grasp.
"The piece is the embodiment of a lonely person walking
through a concrete jungle," Schultz said. Which is why the man's
right hand is reaching out for contact.
Schultz' piece, "You and I" consists of three structures that
resemble kneeling boards.
Schultz said that the piece is supposed to reflect relationships in
general, but is more specifically about close relationships and how
someone seems to always have the upper hand over another person.
For example, each of the three structures has a phrase scrawled
on it. "You endear me," "You pity me" and "I possess you," are the
figurative messages scrawled on the structures to address
a fictitious person kneeling before the other person.
Schultz' piece, "Please Mother," a more personal piece
for the artist, appears to have taken some of the hardest
work for Schultz in the exhibit. The piece was made, starting with a plaster cast of Schultz sitting. The mold was
then covered with pieces of red clay, that when fired were
then punched with holes. Each of the pieces of the body
are held together by stitches and stuffed with newspaper to
do away with the hollowness and give the body a resting
form.
The clay was then covered in a wax, to add a tactilelike softness to the body, and make it appear vulnerable
and human-like.
Schultz said that the piece was painful and felt that the
piece communicated the message she intended for it to
convey.
"There's a certain Rage in servitude," is a piece that
expresses the under-evaluation of the working class by the
business classes, Schultz said.
The piece is composed of latex molds of Schultz'
kneecaps, which were then sewn together.
Like a lampshade made by the skin of a Holocaust victim sewn by a Nazi doctor in a concentration camp prison,
the piece is disturbing to the eye in the essence that the
latex molds appear in the color of flesh and look dirty.
"It's meant to be that way, though," Schultz said.
Schultz said that the tone of the piece was to reflect the
harsh reality that comes from service.
Rounding out the exhibit, are three inkwash pieces that
Schultz had drawn. The first piece is named "Vanity" and
reflects a mirrored image of a grimacing male with the
phrase, "You're not listening" in between each of the figures. The final two inkwashes, both of which are untitled,
are wordplays. The first one says organ and has a picture
of a heart and an organ, while the second one says Halo,
and shows a medical contraption that one wears around
their head and an actual halo in the religious, biblical
sense.
"The meaning of the three pieces is open to interpretation," Schultz said. "Whatever one sees is probably the
Jenny Butler/W1NoNAN
message of the piece."
"Innocent Seduction; The Feminine Dichotomy" is a piece
"Anointed" concludes its run in the Weber Gallery on
in Kate Schultz's senior art exhibit that was inspired by a
Saturday, April 19, with a reception at 3 p.m.
her Gender Issues in Sociology class.

Try this: Easiest garlic chicken
1 1/2 pounds skinless, boneless
chicken breast halves
1/4 cup butter
6 cloves garlic, crushed
2 cups seasoned thy bread crumbs

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
In a small saucepan, melt butter Ivith
garlic. Dip chicken pieces in mixture,
letting extra drip off, and then dip in
breadcrumbs to coat completely.
Place coated chicken in a lightly
greased 9x13 inch baking dish.

.

and he throws them a bone, giving them a part in
all his movies, much like Ron Howard does with
his brother Clint. But Clint Howard is a pretty
decent actor. These guys are not. If they could act,
it would be one thing, but they really can't and
their appearances in Sandler's movies have just
gotten old. Time for some new friends, Mr. Sandler.
The script, written by newcomer David Dorfman, has some great dialogue and some nice plot
twists at the end. But the transitions between
scenes is pretty bad, and the part at the very end is
just plain corny. Even with these problems, the
script is just as funny as the ones that Sandler has
written, and smarter to boot.
Director Peter Segal, who brought us the college favorite "Tommy Boy," directs this movie
very nicely. He has a nice presence behind the
camera with some really nice tracking shots and
camera angles, as well as a nice handle on his
actors. He sets the tone nicely in each scene with
his direction, and his good direction has me looking forward to his next project, another Sandler
top-liner called "50 First Kisses," The only problem with that is Drew Barrymore is Sandler's costar. Ugh.
"Anger Management" is a movie discovering a
new side of yourself and figuring out how to cope
with it. This is the first time Sandler and Nicholson
have worked together and I surely hope it isn't the
last, because they have great chemistry together in
this comedy. Maybe Nicholson can bump the
"Sandler regulars" out of their spots, from now on.
Reach Brian Gallagher at brian754@
charter net

It adds flavor
while scaring
away vampires
Garlic tends to get
a bad rep. It's related
to the whole group of
foods that have the
reputation for giving
people bad breath
(onions, chives, shalMissy Teff
lots and leeks), but
garlic can add a lot of
Food
zip to a dish and
Columnist
requires minimal
work.
The usable part of
garlic is the head,
which contains smaller sections called cloves. This is an important
difference to note when you're working on a recipe. Strip away the
paper-like layer surrounding each clove and you're ready to cook.
Although most people tend to think of garlic as the small, fragrant
bulbs available in most grocery stores, there are many different
types. This white variety is the American garlic, grown mainly in
California, Texas and Louisiana.
As a cool side note, elephant garlic is produced largely in California. Instead of the little white bulbs, these babies average the size of
a grapefruit. Go figure that the Americans are all about size.
In contrast, Italian or Mexican garlic has a milder flavor and
mauve-tinted skin. You can also find green garlic, which is the garlic
before it begins to develop into cloves; green garlic has the mildest
flavor of the bunch.
It's easy to find fresh garlic in grocery stores or farmers' markets,
so look for firm bulbs with dry, flaky skin. If you find the garlic in
the refrigerated section, skip it, as garlic should be stored in a cool,
dark place in an open container.
Garlic, as a bulb, will stay good for about eight weeks, whereas
the individual cloves are good for up to 10 days. How's that for staying power? Considering this, you can skip the garlic flakes, powder
or salt—these are more expensive and less flavorful anyway.
You can create a lot of flexibility with garlic based on how you
prepare it. Chopping or dicing is both common and easy ways to prepare garlic. You can also crush the garlic by flattening it between a
cutting board or plate and the broad side of a knife, or you can press
it in a garlic press. These release the oils in the garlic to provide a
more intense flavor than distributes well when cooked.
When you chop or dice garlic, you want to make it a nice, quick
process to prevent it from oxidizing and taking on a slightly bitter
flavor. This also reduces the probability of the scent filling your
kitchen.
Sautéing garlic will mellow the flavor and soften the texture of
the tiny pieces. After dicing, add them to a hot skillet with a little
butter. Continuously stir the pieces until they are lightly browned
and tender to the touch.
Aside from versatility, garlic has been credited with improving
strength for many years. For example, some studies show, garlic
increases immune system strength. As a child, I remember a neighbor who took garlic pills (luckily they didn't affect his breath). On a
particularly humid mosquito-heavy day, he stuck out his arm to
show us how mosquitoes wouldn't bite him—he claimed it was due
to the garlic. Either way, I was very impressed as I swatted away.
Fresh, non-pill versions of garlic can, however, lead to smelly
after-effects. The oils in garlic seep into skin and lung tissue, which
can cause bad breath and (yikes!) body odor. So far the best remedy
is chewing on fresh parsley (see? There's a reason they put that on
your plate) or taking a chlorophyll tablet. Sounds like a small price
to pay for a delicious garlic dish.
Reach Missy Teff at fooddiva@hotmail.corn

Combine any leftover butter/garlic
sauce with bread crumbs and spoon
mixture over chicken pieces.
Bake in the preheated oven for
45 minutes to 1 hour.
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Pitching key to weekend play

Score 'em
Baseball — 4/11-12

WSU pitching helped the Warriors
to Friday wins, Saturday losses

Warriors won two out of
four vs. Southwest State

Softball — 4/11-13
Warriors
Northern State

8

Ben Grice

Warriors
Northern State

11

Warriors
Bemidji State

9

Warriors
Minnesota-Duluth

0
1

Warriors
Moorhead

0
2

WINONAN

0

0

Women's Tennis — 4/1213
Warriors tied for first place
in NSIC championships

Women's Golf — 4/12-13
Placed second — out of two
teams

Watch 'em
Men's Baseball
At UM-Duluth Friday, 1:30
p.m. and Saturday, noon.
Home vs. LaCrosse, Monday.

Softball
Home vs. Wayne State,
Thursday, 1 p.m.
At Mankato vs. Augustana ,
St. Cloud State and Minn.
State Mankato Friday.
At Mankato vs. Nebraska
and South Dakota Saturday.
Home vs. Southwest State,
Tuesday, 3 p.m.

Gymnastics
At USAG Championships in
Denton, TX 4/17-19.

Start 'em

Ty Gangelhoff/WnvoNAN

Pitcher Josh Schultz completes the first game of a
doubleheader against Southwest State Friday afternoon
at WSU Loughrey field.

Back on track:
WSU women set
five school records
Ashley Roberson
WINONAN

Luke Short
The Warrior's designated
hitter/left fielder hit the
cover off the ball over the
weekend, going 9-13 in the
four-game set, including a
4-for-4 performance in Saturday's nightcap loss to
Southwest State at
Loughrey Field.

Quote 'em
"It was a totally different
pitching performance on
Saturday. They just teed
off."
WSU Baseball Coach
Kyle Poock

Count 'fin
2
Number of national Gopher
titles in the last two years.

5
Number of records the
WSU track team broke last
weekend at the Rex Foster
Open.

7
Vikings draft pick in the
4/26 draft.

44
Wally Szczerbiak scored 44
points to break a team
record.

Though sunshine was abundant in Winona last weekend,
Friday was brighter for Warrior
baseball than Saturday.
Home at Loughrey Field
against Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference opponent
Southwest State, the Warriors
split a pair of doubleheaders,
winning both games Friday,
before dropping two Saturday.
Although the Mustangs were
preseason conference favorites
and came into the weekend
with a 9-1 mark, Warrior Coach
Kyle Poock was disappointed
with the outcome.
"Southwest is our main rival
and it seems like we split with
them every year. But I
would've liked to win three or
four of the games," Poock said.
Behind a superb pitching
performance from Josh
Schultz, WSU beat the Mustangs 3-0 in Friday's opening
game. Schultz, now 3-2 on the
year, pitched a complete game
two-hitter. The freshman, relying on his defense, struck out
just two batters.
"He threw strikes," Poock
said, "and our defense made the
plays behind him."
Luke Short, who went 9-13
from the plate over the four
games, led the Warriors with
two hits. After doubling in the
bottom of the second, he scored
the team's first run, and his single in the third inning brought
home Jeff Dobbertin.

The Friday night game was
more of the same for Winona
State.
This time Brandon Hellenbrand took the mound. Like
Schultz earlier, the sophomore
threw strikes, allowing just one
walk. He gave up three hits
through the fifth inning before
allowing two runs on four singles in the sixth.
"It was the same as with
Schultz. (Hellenbrand) split the
plate and made the opposition
be defensive hitters. That's
something we've been talking
about," Poock said.
Short again led the Warriors
with two hits. Catcher Adam
Gust doubled in the second,
driving in a pair of runs.
Unfortunately for Poock and
his team, Friday's solid pitching didn't carry over to Saturday.
WSU was nearly out of the
first game before it began.
After one inning they trailed
9-0.
"It was a totally different
pitching performance on Saturday," Poock said. "They just
teed off."
The Mustangs pounded out
five hits in the inning, but four
walks and two errors also contributed to the scoring barrage.
"They were ahead in the
count most of the time. Anyone
can hit in those situations,"
Poock said.
The Warriors ended up losing 11-2.
Gust, Short, Ben Vasquez,
Dale Zwack and Erik Steigerwald had one hit apiece for

After having meets canceled
due to weather, the Winona State
University's women's track team
was back in action this past
week. In two meets, they managed to crack five school records.
"It's difficult to have a long
break, but it's encouraging to see
them still do well," head coach
Kim Blum said.
On Saturday, they took part in
the Rex Foster Open at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. They set three school records
and tied one record.
Senior Jamie Miller broke the
100 meter dash record with a
time of 12.28. This was her first
time breaking this record, and
according to Blum, she had been
after this one for awhile. Jenny
Cuculi finished right behind
Miller in third.
The 4x100 meter relay team
was the other one to set a record
with their second place finish and
a time of 49.90.
Brittany Reinbolt was able to
tie the pole vault record which is
10-00.00. She finished second in
this event.
Keri Kreuzer leapt into fourth
place in the triple jump
(36-07.00) which is also a school
record. She also was the highest
place finisher (fourth) in the
100 meter hurdles. Her time was
16.82. Kreuzer picked up another
second place finish in the high
jump.
In the 400 meter hurdles, Deidra got a fifth place finish. Miller
placed second in the 200 meter
dash with a time of 26.14.
The 4x400 meter relay team
got a second place finish with
their time of 4:14.03.
According to Blum, the
throwers aren't quite where they
want them to be, but they are
doing well considering the practice issue.
"We obviously can't have
them throwing inside, but they
are doing well despite having
less practice due to the weather,"
Blum said.
In the javelin throw event, Jen
Herbst was second with a throw
of 97-00. Katy Knickrehm was
the highest place finisher for
WSU by placing fourth with a
throw of 120-08.
Jennifer Klatt placed fifth in
both the shot put and the hammer
throw.

On Thursday, they made up
the Norse Relays in Decorah,
Iowa. However, the whole squad
was not able to go and compete
because of problems with their
class schedules.
At this meet, team scores were
kept. Luther College won the
meet with a score of 186. Winona
State came in second with
160 points. Saint Mary's University followed them with 99
points.
They also set a couple of
school records and were able to
win three of the events.
One of the first place finishes
and school records were
achieved by Reinbolt in the pole
vault. Jenny Foegen came in second with her vault of 9-6.
The 4x200 meter relay team
also placed first and set the second record of the day. Their
record breaking time was
1:46.00.
In the hammer throw, Klatt
picked up a second place finish
with Stephanie Alens placing
fourth.
WSU swept the first three
places in the long jump. Miller
came in first, with Cuculi in second and Kreuzer in third.
Kreuzer also took the third
spot in the javelin with a throw of
105-4.
In the shot put event, Knickrehm got second with her throw
of 37-10. Alens followed in
fourth with a throw of 36-11.
Klatt, Tina Warren and Knickrehm took the third, fourth and
fifth in the discus.
Tracy Knippel picked up a
second place finish in the triple
jump by jumping 35-6. Kreuzer
followed in third with her jump
of 34-10.
The 4x100, 4x800, sprint
medley and 4x400 all placed second in this meet.
The team now has what Blum
calls a recovery week oriented
practice. They have no meet next
weekend because of Easter. The
team has dealt with a lot these
last few weeks, and they hope to
continue being strong at the
events they have left.
"When you go so long without
competing, it's hard to gauge
where you are going to be. I am
impressed in how the team is
handling everything," Blum said.
Their season is winding down
fast with their next meet taking
place in La Crosse Wis.

Winona State.
Saturday's nightcap equaled
another loss for WSU, this time
by a 16-12 deficit.
To Poock, his team's seven
errors cost them the game.
"We made both mental and
fielding errors and showed a
lack of concentration. The way
we hit the ball, we should've
won the game."
The Warriors out-hit Southwest State 16-9, but despite this
advantage, they struggled keeping the Mustangs from crossing
the plate. Pitchers Tony Nelson
and Allan Hatleberg combined
to give up 11 runs, nine of them
earned in three innings of work.
Attempting to stop the bleeding, Mike Jirik entered the
game in the fourth. The freshman finished the game, giving
up five more runs, just two
earned on three hits.
Short again led Winona
State offensively. The left fielder/designated hitter went 4-for4, scoring three runs and driving in four.
"He's been one of our better
hitters all year," the coach said.
Steigerwald and Kyle Butt
also contributed for the Warriors, adding three hits each.
Winona State has a 3-5
record in the conference, 12-12
overall. The Warriors travel to
face Minnesota-Duluth this
weekend for another pair of
doubleheaders.
"Those games should be
tough too," Poock said.
"Duluth is playing well right
now."

Doug
SundinAVINoNAN

Karen
Darveaux
defends her
No. 1 singles
championship
against her
opponent
during the
NSIC Championship on Saturday at
St. T's.

Women's tennis gets first ever
conference championship tie
Warriors waiting on potential NCAA regional berth
Joey Finck
WINONAN

It was a competitive and
hard fought weekend for the
WSU women's tennis team
that ended in a strange result.
The Warriors finished the
weekend in a tie for the team
championship after completion of the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference finals
play at St. Theresa's Tennis
and Sports courts. "There has
never been a tie before," said
head coach Kendall Larson.
The team is waiting for the
conference to decide who
goes to the NCAA regional
tournament in May.
" We hope to get a berth in
the tournament," said WSU
senior Karen Darveaux.
The Warriors are two-time
defending NSIC champions
and were looking to repeat
again on Sunday. After two
days of singles and doubles
play, the Warriors finished
with a 44-point tie to equal the
score of the University of
Minnesota-Duluth. "It was a
long two days of tennis," Larson said. Coach Larson added
that all the teams who competed were exhausted after the

lengthy tournament.
The tournament was
played between six Minnesota
universities.
Darveaux
successfully
defended her No.1 singles
championship by defeating
Mandy Pivec of Southwest
State University 6-2, 6-2.
Karyl Schenck won WSU's
other singles title by beating
Amber Fischer of UMD
6-0,6-3.
"Being outside in the hot
sun can be draining, but it is
fun," Darveaux said.
Darveaux teamed up with
Brea Bruggeman to win the
No.1 doubles crown over
UMD's Fischer and Allison
Warn. Darveaux and Bruggeman dominated much of the
match with a convincing
6-1, 6-3 victory. Schenck and
Megan Newbauer won the
No. 2 doubles title by defeating Annie Rollins and Genna
Carlson of Minnesota StateMoorhead with a score of
6-4, 6-2.
The Warriors got support
from Bruggeman, Newbauer,
Jennifer Wunsch, and Katie
Kitterheinrich who were runners up at the No.3 through
No.6 singles. Wunsch and Kit-

terheinrich were also runners
up at No. 3 doubles.
Darveaux, Schenck, and
Newbauer all earned All-Conference honors for their wins
in the tournament, while the
remainder of the Warrior
squad all received honorable
mentions for their play.
Coach
Larson
was
impressed by the way her
team played. "We had finalists
in every single flight."
"It has been a really fun
year and it is satisfying to end
the season on a high note,"
Darveaux said.
"We are going to keep
practicing until the NSIC conference decides who will go
the regional tournament," Larson said.
The Warriors feel that they
have a good shot at going to
the NCAA regional tournament. The team has had a
stronger schedule than other
conference opponents and
played in tournaments where
they were the only team from
the conference that was represented.
No date is set for the conference decision as of press
time.
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Carlson powers WSU softball to NSIC wins
Freshman's three home runs breaks conference record, helps Warriors win three weekend games
Forrest Dailey
WINONAN

The Warriors clubbed Northem State in two games in
Aberdeen, S.D. on Fri., April 11
before losing two of three the
following day. Sarah Carlson hit
three homeruns on the weekend.
These five games were the
team's first conference games, so
they are now 3-2 in the conference and 19-7-1 overall going
into Sunday's action.
Sarah Carlson led the charge
with six hits in the Friday double-header.
In the first game the Warriors
came at Northern with a threepronged attack from Carlson,
Kristin Noble, and Allison
Boddy. Each had three hits and
they drove in five of the team's

nins. Noble homered in the first
inning. She scored three runs in
the ballgame, as did Kari
Webers. This was a team effort
on offense at its finest. •
Noble started the scoring in
the first with her homer, and
another run followed. Three runs
came in for WSU in the third on
Northern State errors. Kate
Peterson's hit scored Kristen
Luchetti in the third inning for
the only run from Northern State.
Sarah Carlson led off the fifth
with a homer breaking the conference home runs record, with
her eighth on the season, with a
long way to go. Two more runs
came in the sixth inning for the
Warriors and they won 8-1.
Pitchers 'Elissa Wisniewski
and Tauni Mackey combined to
strike out seven batters and giving up only two hits.

Game two was an offensive
explosion for the Warriors. Carlson led with three hits and three
RBIs, including another homerun in the first inning, a two-run
shot. Abby Kacena had three hits
with two RBIs.
Catcher Samantha Jerding
also homered, a solo-shot in the
second inning.
The fifth was the big inning
that put Northern State away in
accordance with the eight-run
rule. The Warriors scored seven
runs in the fifth alone, an inning
that saw the Warriors hit through
their entire lineup, and Noble,
Webers and Carlson each came
up twice. Jamie Kettwig, Noble,
Webers, Boddy, Erin Haase,
Bridget McCabe, and Jerding
each crossed the plate to put
Northern State away 11-0.
Pitcher
Stephanie
Fritch

struck out six batters and gave up
just three hits.
On Saturday, the Warrior
women found more of a challenge. They played three different teams in Aberdeen, falling to
Moorhead and Duluth, but corning away with a victory against
Bemidji.
While the Warriors were later
defeated by a Moorhead team
with a sub par record, and were
nearly served up a no-hitter by
Duluth's Michelle Simmonds,
they started by sticking it to
Bemidji (a team who had an
equal 19-5-1 overall record) by a
9-0 score.
This game was also a scoreless tie until late in the game, this
time until the bottom of the fifth.
Carlson had two hits, three
RBIs and scored a run. Kettwig,
McCabe and Kacena each scored

twice along with collecting two
hits each. Each time they got on,
they were promptly brought
home.
The six-run sixth inning started with Meg Kotlarz's two run
homerun following McCabe's
double. Webers later doubled in
a run and Carlson came to the
plate to clear the bases with her
third homerun of the weekend, a
three-run roundtripper. The eight
run rule was then observed, and
the game ended 9-0.
Fritch again struck out six,
with one walk.
Duluth held the Warriors to
just one hit, Kettwig's double
that led off the first inning. This
one was a scoreless nail-biter
until the top of the tenth inning
when Katie Kessler brought
Kelly Schweitz home on a single.

Aside from the 1-0 score,
which would suggest great pitching on both sides already, there
was only one walk in the entire
ten innings of play, an exceptional feat. Duluth's Michelle
Jakubek walked in the fourth
inning and it had no effect on the
outcome.
Against Moorhead, the Warriors managed to get four hits,
and scored no runs, while Moorhead scored two unearned runs
with four hits. Moorhead's
catcher Leah Davis led with two
hits. On the bright side, the Warriors did not strike out a single
time.
The Warrior women are
scheduled to play back at home
on Tuesday, April 15.

Canadian Mike Weir wins
Masters Tournament

Rock, paper, scissors...

Augusta, Ga. (AP) — Woods
was only four strokes behind to
start the final round, and history
seemed to be there for the taking.
He gave it all away with one
bad decision — a driver on the
shortest par 4 at Augusta
National that went into an azalea bush, caused him to hit his
next shot left-handed and led to
a double bogey that derailed his
chances.
The other lefty — Phil Mickelson — had a 4-under 68 for
his best closing round at the
Masters, but it still left him
empty after 43 tries in a major
championship.
Mickelson finished third at
5-under 283.
The Masters was supposed to

be won by the big hitters, but
Weir proved again that the
shortest clubs in the bag — his
putter and wedge — can make
up for a lot.
Two strokes behind with six
to go, Weir holed a 12-foot
birdie putt on the par-5 13th,
then laid up and trusted his
wedge on No. 15, sticking that
to 5 feet to tie for the lead.
"Unbelievable," Weir said.
"It's something I've dreamt of,
something I worked very hard
at. I'm having a hard time
putting it into words because
words won't do it justice."
So ended an unforgettable
week at Augusta National.
Four days of rain.
The opening round washed
out for the first time in 64 years.

A tepid protest Saturday
against the all-male membership at Augusta National.
And the first playoff since
Nick Faldo beat Raymond
Floyd in 1990.
Not bad, eh?
Weir now takes his place
among so many others who
have won the green jacket,
including six-time winner Jack
Nicklaus.
As a teenager, Weir wrote a
letter to the Golden Bear asking
if he should learn to play right- •
handed. Nicklaus told him not
to change a thing.
"If the greatest player of all
time tells you to stick to it, then
I was going to do it," Weir once
said.

Back in business: NHL
play returns to Minnesota
Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAN

WSU catcher Adam Gust and pitchers Andy Gardner, and Matt Bowe celebrate
after winning the first of two games played Friday afternoon at Loughrey Field.

Women's golf comes up short,
loses to Bemidji by nine strokes
Winona State University's
women's golf team earned a second place finish at the Mississippi Valley Invitational held at the
Cedar Valley Golf Course here
in Winona. This was a two-team
event with Bemidji State University.
Bemidji had a two-day total
of 684. WSU ended with a score
of 693.
Leading the Warriors was

Kim Sovereign placing third
with a 171. In fourth was Ann
Lund with a 172.
Two golfers occupied the
sixth place spot. Katie Lange
and Kyla Jordan each posted a
two-day score of 177. Samantha
Wolf and Jessica Nelson rounded off the top for the Warriors
with ninth and 10th place finishes.
Other notable golfers include

Allison Stellmaker in 1 1 th with
a 181 and Abigail Brendum with
a 192 for a 12th place finish.
Amy Tutas was next in 13th with
her score of 198.
Jessica Rader posted a
214 which put her in the 15th
spot.
The next meet for WSU will
be at the Maverick Invitational
in Waseca, MN.

10:00 — 2:00
April 20, 2003
Pancakes Mashed Potatoes
French Toast Wild Rice Blend
Bacon Buttered Corn
Sausage Gravy
Scrambled Eggs Maple Cured -H-am
American Fries Roast Turkey
Fresh Fruit Beef) Pot 'Roast
Dessert Table Cinnamon Rolls
All the above for only S11.95 CS5.95 - 4 to 10, Free - 3 and under)
'fable after 11:00 am
Our regular menu will also be

58 Center Street ♦ Winona, Mt4 55987* 507-452-2718

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
The playoffs return to Minnesota for the first time in 11 seasons
Monday, and the Wild brought
back a little bonus.
One of the league's biggest
surprises has the best-of-seven
Western Conference quarterfinal series even at one with the
powerful Colorado Avalanche.
After splitting two with the
Avalanche in Denver, the Wild
stole home-ice advantage and
now get three of the final five —
if the series lasts that long — at
a sold-out, sure-to-be loud Xcel
Energy Center.
Game 3 is Monday night,
and Game 4 is in St. Paul on
Wednesday. Great goaltending,
pesky defense, sound fundamentals and excellent coaching
have gotten them to this point in
just three seasons.
"It's going to be exciting or
our fans," center Wes Walz said.
"They've waited a long time for
a playoff game. The first couple
of years weren't always the
greatest. We lost quite a few
games, and they've always stuck
behind us."
The last time the state of
Minnesota hosted a postseason
game was in 1992, when the
North Stars lost a seven-game
Campbell Conference playoff
series to Detroit.

The Avs are prepared for a
not-so-friendly welcome.
"I think we probably are
going to face a different team,"
center Joe Sakic said. "They
will have more energy and try to
come out hard and forecheck a
little bit more. That's the way
they usually play there."
The Wild were able to win
Game 1 with a strong showing
by Dwayne Roloson in the net
(39 saves) and a 10-minute
lapse by Colorado goalie
Patrick Roy that put Minnesota
up 3-0 in the second period.
The Wild stayed out of the
penalty box in that one, too,
something they didn't do in Saturday's 3-2 loss, aided by a
rebound from Roy (24 saves)
and some recharged Avalanche
special teams.
Colorado was 0-for-3 on the
power play and killed just two
of three penalties Thursday. But
in Game 2, Milan Hejduk
scored in the first period with
the man advantage and the
Avalanche killed four of five
penalties.
Minnesota took six penalties
in the first period alone.
"That's not our game," center Darby Hendrickson said.
"That's not going to help us in a
series like this, or really help
any team.

"To their credit, they were
able to capitalize. We didn't
come back and get what we
wanted. I think the penalties
made it more challenging."
Another hurdle the Wild will
have to clear in Game 3 is their
own adrenaline. Some players
are concerned about coming out
too aggressively.
"We might," coach Jacques
Lemaire said. "I just hope that it
won't be too much of a factor.
When everyone wants to go
offense, you can have some
problems.
"I don't want them to be nervous. We have young guys, and
they're easy to get excited."
That's also the reason
Lemaire doesn't announce
which goalie he'll play ahead of
time. Roloson has been sharp so
far, but Lemaire has promised to
give Manny Fernandez at least
one start, too.
Count on seeing both clubs
fighting hard to score the first
goal. The Wild scored first in
Game 1, and the Avs did it in
Game 2.
"It's going to be important to
get a good start," Colorado
coach Tony Granato said. "If
you can get the first goal, you
generally have a pretty good
chance of winning the game."

Gopher Vanek scores nat'I title
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) —
Thomas Vanek came up big
again for Minnesota, in the
biggest game of his career.
freshman
The
Austrian
sparked a four-goal third period,
leading Minnesota to the NCAA
hockey championship with a 5-1
victory over New Hampshire on
Saturday night.
It was Vanek's fifth gamewinner this season, and second in
consecutive games after he
scored in overtime Thursday
night in a 3-2 semifinal victory
against Michigan.
Barry Tallackson scored twice
against New Hampshire, including an empty-netter, as the Golden Gophers became the first
team to repeat since Boston University won in 1971 and 1972.
Matt DeMarchi and Jon
Waibel also scored, and Travis
Weber stopped 26 shots as Min-

nesota outshot New Hampshire
45-27.
The Gophers (30-8-9) won
the school's fifth hockey title,
joining Wisconsin and Denver,
who also have won five. Michigan is first with nine, followed
by North Dakota with seven.
Sean Collins scored for New
Hampshire (28-8-6), which was
denied its first championship
despite making its fourth Frozen
Four appearance in six years and
seventh overall. The Wildcats, in
their only other title game, lost to
Maine, 3-2 in overtime in 1999.
Of Vanek's 31 goals, 17 have
come in either the third period or
overtime.
"The championship means so
much to me," said Vanek, selected the tournament's most outstanding player. "As • for the
third-period goals, I don't know.
When we're tied or down, I just

look at my linemates and say,
`Hey, we've got to step up.' And
most of the time it works out.
"Luck, I don't know."
There was nothing lucky
about this one as Vanek, the first
European to play at Minnesota,
capped a great individual effort
to put the Gophers ahead for
good 8:14 into the third period.
Driving up the left boards,
Vanek cut to the middle, getting
around New Hampshire defender
Mick Mounsey. Drawing Mike
Ayers out of position, Vanek got
around the sprawled goalie and
fired a shot that sneaked in under
a diving Mounsey.
"It was a good play," said
Ayers, who prior to Vanek's goal,
had stopped 29 of the 30 shots he
faced. "When I went down, I
thought he had a lot less room. It
was a good goal-scorer's goal."
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Columbia professors' anti-war arguments illegitimate
D

espite the
c . m mencement of Operation
Enduring Freedom, there are still
Jacob LaRow
some people out
there who are callEditorial Columnist ing for the immediate cessation of
hostilities. This in
and of itself is no
surprise and was
expected. The most interesting developments I have observed are the
increasing protests from the halls of American universities.
The past articles I have written on the anti-war protestors focused
on those individuals and organizations in the streets carrying utterly
ridiculous accusations about the motivation for the war. I had
remained optimistic about more, dare I say, legitimate concerns and
arguments against Iraqi freedom especially from experts teaching at
top-notch universities.
Columbia University is considered one of the finest bastions of
higher education in the United States today. With this prevailing attitude regarding Columbia, it makes it harder to believe some of the
rhetoric being spewed by some of its faculty. Nicolas De Genova
gave a speech to a group of students and had this to say, "U.S. flags
are the emblem of the invading war machine in Iraq today. They are

♦

Over the past decade, I've watched a trend as
state support for public higher education in Minnesota has eroded. In Minnesota's earliest days as
a state, legislative appropriation covered 100 percent of the cost of instruction. Currently, state
appropriation covers only 51 percent of the cost to
educate a Minnesota resident attending Winona
State University. Beginning Fall 2003, following
the likely state budget cuts, Winona State could
officially slip from state-supported to state-assisted status, as tuition paid by students will account
for well over half of the cost of education.
Spend a few moments with the data and you'll
clearly see the downhill slide of government support for public higher education. Anecdotes from
the history of Winona State University, illustrate
the point.
The value of education was a key part of the
1849 act which established Minnesota as a territory and set aside one—eighteenth of all territorial
land for school purposes. In 1857, the territorial
superintendent of public instruction reported, "To
make a state requires more than the axe, the saw
and the water-wheel; mind, knowledge, and education are required as well to make as to govern; for
the children of today may be the rulers a quarter
century hence."
In July 1858, just weeks after Minnesota
became a state, a bill passed establishing the state
normal school system and designating the site of
the state's first normal school in the first town to
generate $5,000 in local philanthropic support.
Forward-thinking Winona citizens committed to
higher education pledged $7,000 in a matter of
hours and planning for the school began. In 1859,
Minnesota's Lieutenant Governor William Holcombe gave an address in Winona: "The city of
Winona has distinguished herself in taking the lead
in establishing for the benefit of the rising generation of this State for all who shall yet call the state
their home. It may be regarded as an auspicious
era, whence to date in future the origin of many
blessings, and the commencement of a perpetual
course of improvement and prosperity to the people at large."
Holcombe's 1859 address is echoed in Winona
State University's current mission statement: "A
community of learners dedicated to improving our
world."
Winona State Normal School opened its doors
in 1860 in a city-owned building given to the normal school without charge for eight years. In 1866,
the Minnesota Legislature appropriated $10,000
for construction of a building for Winona Normal
School and the cornerstone was laid. In the spring
of 1867, the Legislature appropriated an additional
$50,000 for building purposes. The four-story
building was completed and occupied in 1869.
For the first several decades of operation, students who attended the normal school received
free tuition if they pledged to become teachers in
the state for two years. The state therefore bore the
entire cost of educating the students, in return for
enhancing the public good following the student's
graduation.
In 1933, following the Great Depression,
Winona State Teacher's College (as it became
known in 1921) began charging tuition for the first
time: $14 per quarter for Minnesota residents; an
additional $5 for non-residents. Recognizing the
value to society of education, state appropriation to
operate the school far out-weighed the nominal
tuition charge.
As the years progressed, students began to pay
a larger share of the cost of their education. Reinforcing support for the "public good" that comes
from public higher education, in the early 1980s
the Minnesota Legislature passed a law which said
the State would pay two-thirds of the cost to educate students at public higher education institutions. That statute is still on the books, though in
practice, students have paid an ever-larger share of
their tuition for the past decade.
State spending per student at WSU has declined
from $5,148 in 1999 to $4,755 in 2003. In 1999,
state appropriation covered about 60 percent of the
cost of each student's education. This year, state
appropriation covers barely half of the cost. This
fall, the balance tips as tuition paid by students will
account for over half the cost of education. Winona
State University will be public-assisted rather than
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do not see Latin Americans, Japanese or many other ethnic groups
who have been smacked up by the U.S. hijacking airplanes, bombing
barracks, etc. There is more to this hatred than just U.S. "aggression," and Massad seems to want to ignore it.
There are many other Columbia professors who express similar
sentiment, but the question I would like to pose is if this is just isolated to Columbia or if it is more mainstream in academic circles. I
have spoken to several professors here at Winona State University
whose concerns are legitimate and are now speaking about what will
happen after the war and not still complaining about it still going on.
The recent rants at Columbia are part of an ongoing "blame
America first" mentality that dominates the political left. It is reminiscent of Soviet apologists that praised the equality of the Soviet
Union while condemning the West for various atrocities. It remains
true today that the United States is not infallible, but these individuals make it seem like America cannot do anything good, even in a
legal and morally just war. These professors seem to care more about
what Islamic terrorists and brutal dictators feel than about the innocents that die resulting from evil's malice. Moral equivalence blurs
the line between good and evil and President Bush sees this. If we
continue to equate the United States with the likes of Saddam's
regime and terrorist groups it will be increasingly harder to distinguish friends from foes as France and Germany have done so well.

Reach Jacob LaRow at jakelarow@ aol.com

Project jeapordizes freedom
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State education support erodes
dramatically
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the emblem of the occupying power. The only true heroes are those
who find ways that help defeat the U.S. military." The professor of
Latin American studies and anthropology also suggested soldiers
"frag" their officers, which is to murder them and yearned for "a million Mogadishus (sic)." The last quote refers to a Marine operation
in 1993 which attempted to relieve a humanitarian crisis in Somalia
that left 18 Marines dead. Essentially Genova wants 18 million dead
Americans. This coming from a man who probably thinks his form
of protesting is a patriotic duty.
OK, I could see how this could be a simple aberration from mainstream academic thought, but others including Edward Said who has
stated this war is for "oil and hegemony" and it is common policy for
the United States to "reducing whole peoples, countries and even
continents to ruin by nothing short of holocaust." It seems Mr. Said
and others have no problem trivializing the horrors imposed on the
"undesirables" in Nazi Germany. He also seems to forget that his
friend Saddam has killed more Arab-Muslims than the United States
ever has.
Joseph Massad, also of Columbia blames every ill in the Arab
world on the United States by stating that the militant Islamic violence stems from "U.S. imperialist aggression." I can agree somewhat with that message if in fact "U.S. imperialist aggression" triggered such rabid hatred of the United States everywhere we put our
forces. Latin America has seen military intervention and repression
by pro-U.S. forces, as have the Arab countries. What about Japan
where we dropped two atomic bombs, occupied the country for
years and still maintain military presence to this day? The fact is you

public-supported.
Without adequate support, public institutions
may be forced to make business-minded, cost versus quality decisions. High-cost, but essential programs for the economy and well being of the state,
such as nursing and engineering may be shut down
in favor of less expensive programs. This would be
detrimental to the state and society as a whole,
especially in light of the tremendous shortage of
nurses and rural health care providers.
Winona State is proud of our legacy of quality
and service that extends back to the founding days
of the state. Our commitment to quality is unwavering today and is evidenced by high demand
among well-prepared college bound students and
an ever-increasing national reputation as a leading
public university with a focus on improving our
world.
Minnesota was once proud of its leadership role
in higher education. D.S. Burt, Minnesota superintendent of public instruction, in 1879 said:
"The assumption is that we are to decide
whether or not a given school has any claims for...
support from the public treasury, in view of the
numbers of pupils that actually receive its culture.
The fallacy of this reasoning consists in assuming
that the benefits of education accrue only to those
who receive it. This is not true, especially as
regards higher education. The benefits of such
culture, like the fragrance of flowers and the pleasure of music, are diffusive and accrue to the society in general. The skill of the engineer who plans
our bridges, of the pilot who guides the steamer
into port, of the chemist who assays our ores, or
the linguist who translates foreign literature into
our language, is more valuable to the public than
profitable to himself, and it amply compensates the
state for supporting the schools in which it was
acquired."
Decisions today impact society in just a few
years, as graduates move into leadership positions.
Just as interest accrues on savings, negative
impacts of too little support for higher education
compound over time. Imagine what opportunities
are lost if high tuition and lack of adequate state
support keeps even one bright student from attending a public university, achieving their highest
potential, and passing on their good fortune to
future generations.

Ryan Lynch

Editorial Columnist

about is going too far. This is too much of a step in
the direction of an oppressed society.
I quote EPIC again, "The project calls for the
development of 'revolutionary technology for
ultra-large all-source information repositories,'
which would contain information from multiple
sources to create a 'virtual, centralized, grand
database.' This database would be populated by
transaction data contained in current databases
such as financial records, medical records, cornmunication records and travel records as well as
new sources of information. Also fed into the
database would be intelligence data."
I don't want anyone to have this much information about me. One of the great things about living
in America is that you have the freedom to do
what you choose to do with your life. But if the
government starts to accumulate huge amounts of
data on me (and everyone else), I lose my freedom
to do what I want.
The reason why is because the government
would start regulating peoples' actions to an
incredible degree. All information must be evaluated by pushing the concept it presents to its furthest extent. So, when we ask what the government would do if it were to have huge stores of
information about each one of us that would be
evaluated by computer, we must ask how such
information could easily be abused and how it
would be used.
Look into Total Information Awareness and tell
your representatives that you want your freedom,
that you don't want the government hoarding huge
amounts of your e-mail, letters, phone calls and all
other forms of communication. I'm going to do it
right now.

very single one of you reading this put down
this paper and go to this Web site (we are a
laptop university after all, an Internet connection isn't far away): http://www.epic.org/privacy/profiling/tia/
This Web site provides information and links
regarding the Total Information Awareness Project
(TIA). TIA is a project headed up by Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency's Information Awareness Office, which is being developed
to track the use of information devices by American citizens and foreign nationals. It is scary.
As reported by the Electronic Information Privacy Center (EPIC) the TIA "purports to capture
the 'information signature' of people so that the
government can track potential terrorists and
criminals involved in low-intensity/low-density'
forms of warfare and crime. The goal is to track
individuals through collecting as much information about them as possible and using computer
algorithms and human analysis to detect potential
activity."
Again, I say, that's scary. I understand the U.S.
government's desire and obligation to apprehend
terrorists, but to track the movements of all of the
Reach Ryan Lynch at building_man@
people living in a country, essentially eavesdrop- yahoo. corn
ping on what all of us are talking to each other
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Darrell W. Krueger
President, Winona State University

Calvert family thanks friends
Had it not been for a mere twist in fate, a miserable, horrible twist with the most tragic of outcomes, Lucas Joe Calvert would be sitting here
today, as he did every Monday through Friday for
the last three and a half years. His presence in this
room was undeniable. Anyone who regularly uses
this room unquestionably pictures Luke as part of
this room, and furthermore, part of the whole Biology department. Luke was quite simply, and
irrefutably one of the most awesome individuals to
ever walk the halls of Pasteur. You name a positive
personality characteristic and Luke had it. He had
every single one. Every time I pass this room and
notice Luke's absence, I will grieve his passing.
Though Luke's absence from this room, this
department, and our lives will forever be mourned,
this spot is saved today in honor of the man he
was, and the man he would have been. Honor him
today. Remember him forever.

International dinner proved appetizing

First of all, it initiates interaction between the
international students, other students and professors on a personal basis. The curiosity of the guests
is enough to make interactions possible. This level,
where everybody is either a guest or a performer,
opens up to friendly and benefiting conversations.
Afsina Yildiz
Secondly, the event is a very beautiful way to
present other countries. Be it dances, songs or even
Editorial Columnist
the decorations, the evening is full of exploring
This tribute to Lucas was found shortly after his
new colors of one world.
death hanging on his Biology classroom chair.
Finally, it is the best place to taste cuisines of
This letter has made it into our hands and our
more than one country. The dinner keeps a variety
hearts. Lucas loved God and was a reflection of
of dishes ranging from Asia to Africa. The efforts
God's love. We would like to thank the author of
he international dinner was a bouquet of of the cooks are never wasted after they see satisthis letter. We would also like to express our gratiflowers with different colors and fragrances. fied guests at the dinner table.
tude to all of Lucas' classmates, professors, and
Over all the international dinner is a huge
The annual dinner, which is anticipated by
club members that have shown their love, friendresponsibility
and commitment, which the internathe
students
and
the
people
in
the
community,
was
ship, and respect of Lucas with their acts of kindness through prayers, cards, letters, pictures, not only a colorful enlightenment, but also appetiz- tional students organize, to give a unique opportuing. The dinner involved a great deal of effort and nity of exploring by experiencing what other culmemorials, plants and flowers.
tures stand for.
Your prayers, thoughtfulness, and overwhelm- dedication put in by the international students.
The
evening
was
exciting
and
the
hall
was
ing kindness have brought us strength and comfort.
Reach Aftina Yildiz at ayildiz8990@ webWe are grateful that you have shared in Lucas' packed with lit up faces and a warm musical welcome at the door. Such events not only leave beau- mail.winona.edu
life.
tiful memories, but also benefit in three different
ways to the students and the community.
The family of Lucas Calvert

Stacy Booth
Jenny Butler
Adam Crowson
Melissa Daul

T

Jenny Miller
Ann Nolin
Jen Powless

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and
include your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty
members must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members
must include full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space, content or
relevance when necessary, and to reject ads and letters to the editor it deems inappropriate.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can
also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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Me international
Dinner

This past Saturday the annual International Dinner was held by
the International Students Club. This years theme was "The world is a
book and those who don't travel only read one page." It was a full
house with a night full of entertainment. A variety of dances and performances were put together by Winona State students. Dances from
Turkey, India and several other countries were featured, as well as a
hip-hop performance and a student performing a song by Micheal
Jackson.

A performer from
Top:
the International Students
Club present a dance from
India with two other performers from the International
Students Club last Saturday
evening.
Above: Two dancers perform a dance together from
Bali about love and expressing that love to the nation.
A WSU student
Right:
performs a Turkish dance
during the entertainment part
of the dinner.

Above: A
wide variety of
foods were
feautured at
the dinner
from a variety
of countries
such as chicken curry,
kibben,
stuffed tomatoes, pasta
with sauteed
vegatables
and coconut
milk rice.
Left:
The final performance was
simply about
peace
between
nations

